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Introduction 
The Chinese born Jin Xuefei (1956) writes under the pen-name Ha Jin. In 1989 when the 
Tiananmen Massacre took place, he was studying in the United States. The People’s Liberation 
Army moved in against the democracy protesters camping on the Tiananmen square, and Ha Jin 
decided to stay in America, where he today teaches Creative Writing at Boston University in 
Massachusetts. Since 1996 he has published poetry and short stories, and in 1998 he published 
his first novel, In the Pond, which, like most of his other novels, is set in China. Among Jin’s 
novels the only exception to this Chinese setting is A Free Life, published in 2007, and it is this 
novel that provides the object of investigation in this thesis. 
 In simple yet logophile English prose, A Free Life tells the story of Nan Wu, a Chinese 
immigrant who settles with his family in America after the Tiananmen Massacre. Disillusioned 
with politics the uprooted Nan gives up his Political Science PhD. and dreams of becoming a 
poet. The autobiographical elements are clear, and the mutual minority status of Nan Wu and 
Ha Jin provides part of the inspiration for my interest in the novel. As a book about immigration 
written by a Chinese immigrant, A Free Life positions itself in the American literary landscape 
somewhere between what can be defined as the immigrant novel genre and Asian American 
literature. Jin’s A Free Life thus places itself between the attention to race and ethnicity that 
belongs to minority literature, while it, through its immigrant genre aspects, at the same time 
questions the boundaries of the American nation and literary canon. 
To date there are two peer-reviewed articles that engage with the novel: Clara Juncker’s 
“The New Americans: Ha Jin’s Immigration Stories” (2010), which also engages with the short 
story collection A Good Fall, and Bettina Hofmann’s “Ha Jin’s A Free Life: Revisiting the 
Künstlerroman” (2010). As the titles imply, these two articles provide genre oriented readings 
of the novel. Juncker concerns herself with the entry of the immigrant subject into the American 
nation, and Hofmann with the artist’s project of setting him or herself apart from society. The 
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two approaches to the novel supply two mutually contradictory points, and part of my project in 
this thesis is to question these contradictions and investigate how the novel reconciles its 
socially oriented immigrant novel and individually oriented Künstlerroman elements. To this I 
add an Asian American Studies inspired analysis, and examine how Ha Jin’s only novel set in 
America responds to the issues of race and ethnicity that form such an integral part of how the 
American discursive mainstream conceptualises difference. As I argue, the genre combination 
provides an essential stepping stone for understanding the novel’s engagement with the 
American national narrative space, as defined by the American dream and the racial delimitation 
associated with the United States – and for understanding how it tries to change and mutate the 
discourses that define these internal and external boundaries of the nation. This study of A Free 
Life is then also a study of how the demarcations of the multivalent idea of the American dream 
are constructed and, much more importantly, how the novel trespasses against them. 
Its status as a novel published and read in the United States makes A Free Life a work 
that may mutate and challenge the stories that the nation tells about itself. According to Homi 
K. Bhabha, 
To study the nation through its narrative address does not merely draw attention to its 
language and rhetoric; it also attempts to alter the conceptual object itself. If the 
problematic ‘closure’ of textuality questions the ‘totalization’ of national culture, then its 
positive value lies in displaying the wide dissemination though which we construct the 
field of meanings and symbols associated with national life. (Bhabha 1990, 3) 
To study national literature is by extension a study of the nation, and in these words from his 
introduction to the anthology Nation and Narration, Homi K. Bhabha considers how intimately 
the production of nation in particular and of ‘sociality’ – by which I understand the general 
human tendency to form communities and societies – is interconnected with the stories we tell. 
By pointing to the transformative power of narration, Bhabha highlights how individual 
representations have the potential to be at odds with larger, totalising discourses – how the re-
telling of a story carries the seed of change, as new contexts are assumed and the relation of the 
signs that order discourses are subtly or forcefully transformed. 
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As a new work of fiction become a published – and perhaps a read or even an award-
winning – part of the canon of ‘American literature’, this body of works is itself transformed. 
Writing and reading literature performs change, and these performances challenge and divert the 
national literature itself, which is how literature performs culture. Addressing the category of 
transnational literature, Rebecca L. Walkowitz argues that “the location of literature depends not 
only on the places where books are written but also on the places where they are classified and 
given social purpose” (2006, 527). In the case of immigrant literature this purpose is highly 
political as issues of immigration and integration are hotly debated in most Western countries, 
not least in the United States. This tension is also considered by Salman Rushdie in his 1982 
essay “Imaginary Homelands”, where he states that description itself is “a political act” – an 
idea which he exemplifies with a reference to American literature: “The black American writer 
Richard Wright once wrote that black and white Americans were engaged in a war over the 
nature of reality. Their descriptions were incompatible” (1982, 13). 
Description and naming change reality, and this makes narratives powerful tools both 
for social change and social preservation. This discursive power is also exemplified in racially 
and geographically premodified American identity categories such as ‘African American’ and 
‘Asian American’. These categories make sense of and reproduce social difference, and though 
it can be argued that the communities formed around them are equally American – as proposed 
by the ‘salad bowl’ metaphor of American integration – it is also true that some are more equal 
than others. When the Chinese American protagonist of the graphic novel American Born 
Chinese by Gene Luen Yang and Lark Pien strikes a deal with a sorceress to get rid of his 
ethnicity, he does not become African American (2006, 194). The interconnection between 
being Caucasian and not needing a premodifier to one’s ‘American’ is part of the hegemonic 
discourse that structures the American nation as a racially defined space. And it is against this 
background that racially organised subcurrents challenge and deconstruct the American cultural 
mainstream and the racially, gendered, and culturally slanted ideas of what an American citizen 
is supposed to look like. Indeed, the only ethnic group of Americans who enjoy an unmarked 
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racial position are the ones that over the years have been included in the geographical term, 
‘European American’ (Golash-Boza 2006, 27). 
As the racial or national premodifier implies attention to the ethnic origins of the 
migrant it opens two perspectives on racially constituted communities: They are ether inherently 
disabling, since the invocation of ethnicity marks an Othering of the minority subject that is 
never necessary with people who qualify as ‘ethnic’ (white) Americans – or they are enabling, 
since they invoke a community of people with shared interests that may be able to safeguard the 
common goals of the community in the context of the sometimes hostile nation. Both attempt to 
cope with the introduction of something perceived as ‘new’ in a cultural unit. One represents the 
exclusion of a class of people along ethnic or cultural lines, the other an attempt to combat this 
defence from a cultural platform that wears ethnicity as a badge of honour. It is on this 
background of racial formation that Asian America organises itself, and it is in this context of 
racial construction and Othering that the Asian American literary scholarship develops what 
may be termed ‘Asian American identity politics’. 
Interestingly, the literature of Ha Jin is explicitly oriented away from this political 
paradigm. As Bharati Mukherjee observes, Ha Jin “chooses to place himself in collegial 
relationship with prominent, and mostly European, displaced writers, such as Conrad, Kundera, 
Sebald, and Naipaul, and not with contemporary, immigrant American author refugees from 
repressive nation-states” (2011, 683). And as Jin himself puts it in the collection of essays The 
Writer as Migrant (2008): “[The author’s] social role is only secondary, mostly given by the 
forces around him, and has little to do with his value as a writer” (28). This lack of 
identification with any social movement, including the identity politics of the Asian American 
community, is also reflected in the writers that Jin does identify with. Absent are Asian 
American writers like Maxine Hong Kingston, Gish Jen, Fae Myenne Ng, or David Wong 
Louie, but his list in The Writer as Migrant does includes Vladimir Nabokov (43), V.S. Naipaul 
(25), Salman Rushdie (22), Joseph Conrad (46), Gustave Flaubert, Fyodor Dostoevsky and Leo 
Tolstoy ("the Russian masters", 44) and Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn (19). Clearly Jin envisions the 
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international literary history canon of great international writers as his community of peers, and 
this is where he draws his definition of what it is, if not social role, that does determine the 
value of a writer. Jin writes of another of his inspirations, Lin Yutang, that to Lin, “human 
similarity” is “the guiding principle of writing" (15). Supplement this with another of Jin’s 
observations: “a great novel does not only present a culture; such a work does not only bring 
news of the world but also evokes the reader’s empathy and reminds him of his own existential 
condition” (17), and Jin’s focus on the existential foundations of all human sociality becomes 
clear. As I demonstrate in the following analysis, however, this existential focus and refusal to 
be labelled as an Asian American writer is exactly what makes it relevant to subject Jin’s 
literature to a socially oriented analysis. 
 By refusing to champion Asian or Chinese America, Ha Jin challenges the very way in 
which social categories are structured by both American hegemonic racial discourses and the 
Asian American scholarly community itself. This is the tension I explore in this thesis. I 
examine the way in which Ha Jin’s immigrant novel addresses issues of immigration and 
identity – and I try to show how his writing interacts with the national narrative embodied in the 
American dream. Indeed, as David Cowart writes on cultural criticism, the scholarship must 
“vie with the perennial renewal of the melting pot (or salad bowl or mosaic) metaphor among 
those currently encountering and testing the American myth of promise” (2006, 8). 
Research Question 
As a novel about immigration written by a Chinese immigrant to America, Ha Jin’s novel A 
Free Life intersects with both Asian America and with the immigrant novel and Künstlerroman 
genres. Where the American immigration novel examines the experience of coming to America 
and leaving behind a country of origin in favour of the new homeland, the Asian American 
scholarship suggests a focus on the conditions of racialised, ethnic subjects in the United States.  
My objective here is to examine how Jin’s A Free Life navigates the different literary 
quality criteria that belong to Asian American criticism and how the novel reconciles them with 
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the choice of writing an immigrant and Künstlerroman formation novel. This can be stated as a 
research question: 
 
How does Ha Jin’s A Free Life combine the immigrant novel and Künstlerroman genres, and 
what are the implications of this combination for the novel’s engagement with the Asian 
American literary scholarship’s approaches to the American concept of race? 
 
In order to answer my research question, I include two theoretically oriented sections, one on 
Asian American identity politics, and one on the genres employed by the novel. The section on 
Asian American identity politics provides a cross section of the debate on whether and how the 
concept of race can be rehabilitated as a political platform for resisting oppression. It ends with 
a section that lists a series of concrete observations on the racial delimitation of the American 
nation that together with the strategies for countering this delimitation form analytical themes 
that I return to in the analysis of the novel. As my interest in A Free Life in part derives from its 
immigration theme and genre choice, the next section establishes a genre-analytical point of 
departure for my reading of the novel. 
Having mapped out the demands made by Asian American criticism on ethnic writing, 
and having considered the genre and thematic choices of the novel; I begin my analysis proper. I 
explore the implications of the apparent conflict created by the immigrant novel’s social 
orientation, with its Bildungsroman focus on the community oriented initiation of the 
protagonist into the nation, and the novel’s individualistic Künstlerroman elements, which 
narrate the formation of the artist as separate from and beyond societal norms. I then restate the 
observations from the sections on Asian American scholarship and focus on how A Free Life 
conceptualises issues of race, stereotypes, and ethnic communities. This terminates in a 
discussion of how these themes and the genre combinations of the novel respond to the central 
themes of the Asian American race and identity scholarship. 
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Finally, I argue that genre and minority based readings of the novel should be combined 
with an awareness of the novel’s efforts to transcend excluding categories of race and 
nationality. Instead of engaging in race politics, A Free Life employs a focus on existential 
human conditions, in combination with meta and inter-textual aspects, to establish a pan-human 
sociality. These are the narrative foundations on which A Free Life ultimately aims to divorce 
American racial discourses from the American promise of inclusion.  
Approaching Asian American Studies 
As the goal here is to examine how Ha Jin’s A Free Life intersects with the critical concerns of 
Asian American Studies, I must examine some of the basic debates of the field. As Asian 
American Studies constitutes a large and complex body of scholarly literature and encompasses 
a number of approaches to issues as large and diverse as ethnicity, community, power relations, 
and gender, I focus on three analytical goals. First, I outline the debate on whether ‘race’ as a 
concept should be dismantled or rehabilitated. Secondly, I engage critically with the idea of 
rehabilitating race as an empowering concept and enquire which ethical foundations the 
scholarship bases this rehabilitation on. Finally, I engage with the scholarship’s analysis of 
racial formation in the U.S. in order to establish concrete analytical categories for my reading of 
A Free Life. 
Quoting the Asian American poet Meena Alexander in her introduction to Asian 
American Studies, Bella Adams calls attention to how the extent to which it is possible to 
reinvent oneself in the U.S. is limited by the racial and gendered space one inhabits. Alexander 
writes: “I can make myself up and this is the enticement, the exhilaration, the compulsive 
energy of America. But only up to a point. And the point, the sticking point, is my dark female 
body” (2008, 3). The first part of this quote points to how much the perception of the American 
nation is governed by the idea of ‘freedom’, understood in terms of the ability to ‘reinvent 
oneself’ – of achieving agency. This “compulsive energy” and the personal liberation it 
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promises can be seen as part of the multifaceted idea of the American dream and the diversity of 
promises that are contained in this concept. As Jim Cullen notes in his introduction to The 
American Dream – A Short History of an Idea that Shaped a Nation, it is startling how widely 
the idea of “making it” is conceptualised in terms of a “better, richer, happier life” (Adams 
1931, quoted in Cullen 2003, 4), and how this idea in the 21st century “remains a major element 
of [American] national identity” (ibid. 6). At the same time, however, the second part of 
Alexander’s words also stress how limited this promise is by the values, expectations and 
knowledge that is attributed to and produced about the human body. 
 This tension between the inclusive story of the American dream and the racial 
exclusion that also characterises the nation points to a central contradiction that minority 
advocates face in the American context. Claire Jean Kim’s article “Unyielding Positions: A 
Critique of the Race Debate” (2004) provides a walkthrough and critique of this dilemma. 
Kim’s point of departure is the fact that it has been persuasively argued that the concept of 
‘race’ is a social construct (ibid. 338; see also Miles and Torres 2007, 65 and Omit and Winant 
1994, 65). She names two of the main scholarship approaches to this social constructionist 
realisation “anti-essentialist” (2004, 338) and “strategic essentialist” (ibid. 339). The first 
approach argues that the concept of race should be deconstructed and dismantled, and the 
second that race should be rehabilitated as a political platform from which to combat oppressive 
discourses and racial exclusion. According to Kim, most minority scholarship, including Asian 
American Studies, falls into the category of ‘strategic essentialism’. This means that the 
scholarship holds that “racial identity is one of the few effective weapons that people of color 
have had at their disposal” and this has the consequence that “trashing racial identity in the 
name of the social constructionist insight would be politically disastrous” (ibid. 343). Strategic 
essentialistic Asian American scholarship on one hand sees an important project in creating 
“Asian American cultural productions as countersites to U.S. national memory and national 
culture” (Lowe 1996, 4), while it on the other uses this racially delimited platform to critique 
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the racial essentialisation that Asian Americans are subjected to within the framework of the 
national cultural space. 
In the sections below, I show how Asian American scholarship originated as a strategic 
essentialist position, and I examine some of the theoretical consequences of the idea of 
rehabilitating the concept of race that this entails. As the ‘strategic’ part of the Asian American 
scholarship’s strategic essentialism discriminates between oppressive and rehabilitative 
discourses, it is interesting to explore which criteria it establishes in order to distinguish 
between oppressive and non-oppressive identity positions. Though the scholarship examined 
here differs on the extent, means, and timing of the deconstruction or rehabilitation of the race 
concept, it does provide a fairly unified number of observations on the negative consequences of 
racial Othering, and how it functions in the American narrative space. These functions include 
the presence of a racial hierarchy, stereotyping discourses, and racially excluding American 
founding myths, and I dedicate a section of my theoretical analysis to exploring these 
observations. 
The criteria for how race can be rehabilitated and employed by a minority community, 
and the observations on the specific incarnations of racial delimitation in the American national 
discursive space, forms the Asian American literary quality criteria background for my analysis 
of how Jin’s A Free Life interacts with the Asian American dual project of balancing the 
construction of an Asian American space and claiming the American nation. 
Delimiting the Asian American Discursive Space 
At least from the 1960s Asian American Studies have had the objective of balancing the 
essentialising project of fashioning an Asian American identity with the project of 
deconstructing how race has been employed as a signifier in oppressive discourses. Jeffery 
Partridge quotes Sau-ling Cynthia Wong on the agenda of the Asian American minority 
movement in the 1960s:  
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Since the 1960s, ‘claiming America’ has been the most consistent counterattack against 
the ghettoization of Asian American literature and discourse. According to Sau-Ling C. 
Wong, claiming America refers to ‘establishing the Asian American presence in the context 
of the United States' national cultural legacy and contemporary cultural production’. 
(2007, 100) 
The idea of ‘claiming America’ entails the construction of an Asian American identity that 
aligns with the national narrative space. This idea also governs Fukuko Kobayashi’s 2002 
article on Asian American spaces in America, where she shows how aligning a minority 
community with a national space may transplant oppressive discourses, such as the patriarchal 
domination of women, from nation to minority through the reproduction of binary relationships. 
She exemplifies this with the ‘Chin-Kingston debate’. 
The Chin-Kingston debate began in 1974 with the first publication of The Big Aiiieeeee!, 
an anthology of Asian American literature that was re-issued in 1991. In the foreword to this 
anthology the Chinese American writer Frank Chin and the other editors of the anthology 
criticise the iconic Chinese American literature of Maxine Hong Kingston for perpetuating a 
racist mindset and emasculating Asian American men. Kobayashi characterises Chin and the 
editors in terms of their “acute desire to claim their own space as a unique independent ethnic 
group within America, a space that is clearly an ‘Asian American space’” (2002, 66). In the 
Aiiieeeee! anthology this space is articulated as opposed to the binary logic of the social 
Darwinist world view that characterised colonialist thought. Chin see this mindset as 
perpetuated through the autobiography, which he argues is a distinctly Christian genre (1991, 
11), and he accuses Kingston of continuing the autobiographical tradition with all the binary 
relationships it establishes between, for instance, the masculine West and the feminine Asia. 
Since the Chin group opposes the reproduction of this racist mindset, especially the 
emasculation of Asian males, the implication is that Asian America should be re-masculinised 
(Chin et al 1991, 26-27). To enter into the nation, Asian men must be real men, and this 
gendering of Asian America provides a good point of departure for taking a closer look at how 
binary relationships propagate oppressive discourses. 
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The masculinisation of Asian America that characterises the Chin group can be subjected 
to Lisa Lowe’s analysis of how minority subjects are made American citizens by American 
mainstream discourses. This, she argues, also happens through gendered categories. Reading 
Vietnamese American Monique Thuy-Dung Throng’s short story “Kelly” in an essay entitled 
“Canon, Institutionalization, Identity” (1995), Lowe states that “the subject position of the 
American student/citizen is coded and narrated as a masculine position”. This leads Lowe to 
observe that: 
We might say that the American national narrative of citizenship incorporates the subject 
as male citizen […] in terms of the racial or ethnic subject, he becomes a citizen when he 
identifies with the paternal state, and accepts the terms of his identification by 
subordinating his racial difference, and denying his identification with the feminized 
‘motherland’. (64) 
Lowe goes on to argue that this more generally “suggests that the interpellation of the individual 
splits the subject from itself, suppressing those material, racial, sexual aspects that are in 
contradiction with, in excess of, that generic subject formation” (65). To Lowe the constitution 
of immigrant affiliation to the American nation means the subordination of difference in terms 
of gender; binary relationships order the world in us versus them positions, and the definition of 
the characteristics of the ‘us’ limits the positions of the ‘them’ to the opposite and inferior 
characteristics. It is the binary formation of the ‘white’, European or American, subject as 
masculine, that relegates the Asian minority subject, including the men, to the ‘feminine’ 
position. And it is this demasculinisation that the Aiiieeeee! editors’ in turn respond to by 
criticising the feminism of the Kingston authorship – thus reproducing the patriarchal stance of 
the national mainstream in the minority community. By adopting the masculine gender category 
as a mark of full community membership, the minority community comes to mirror the 
unfortunate patriarchal organisation of the American mainstream. This shows how the attempt 
to counter the binary exclusion of a subject position may result in the appropriation and 
reproduction of oppressive mainstream discourses in the minority community. 
The Asian American project of establishing an Asian American space can be seen as a 
strategic essentialist position in that the idea is to form a community around a racial category 
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that has to be defined and delimited. However, this process also contains the risk of creating a 
re-essentialised minority identity position that can be appropriated by the mainstream discourse 
to mark exclusion from the national space. Kobayashi’s example of this is the other side of the 
Chin-Kingston debate: the Chinese American writer Maxine Hong Kingston, and by extension 
Amy Tan whose The Joy Luck Club (1989) occasioned the Asian American literature 
breakthrough to the American literary mainstream in the 1990s. Kobayashi pauses to criticise 
these authors for the exoticising qualities of their novels, something which is supported by Sau-
ling Cynthia Wong’s 1995 critique of the essentialism exhibited by Tan in particular. Analysing 
Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club, Wong writes that “The ending of the novel itself offers a 
powerful essentialistic proposition: despite much wavering throughout the crisscrossing 
narratives, ‘family’ and ‘blood’ (288) eventually triumph over history” (1995, 194). When one 
of the four daughter main characters of the novel travel to China in the final chapter, the novel 
lets her re-establish her connection with her Chinese blood, in this way locating “redemption in 
origin”. To Wong this move in effect means “nullifying or at least deconstructing the 
‘American’ temporality of the Chinese American experience” (ibid.). Along with this divorce of 
the minority and national community, Wong feels that The Joy Luck Club is especially 
problematic because Tan’s novel, as opposed to those of Maxine Hong Kingston, has no 
“interrogative modality”. As The Joy Luck Club does not “ceaselessly deconstruct its own 
narrative” (ibid. 195) it follows that its essentialisms go unchallenged. 
The viability of the strategic essentialistic project of forging an Asian American racial 
minority then hinges on aligning the minority to the national mainstream. This can be 
accomplished by fusing minority and national discourses, for instance mirroring the patriarchy 
of one in the other, but if these national discourses carry within them their own binary exclusion 
patterns like the gendered positioning does, this replicates the oppressive social patterns in the 
minority community. At the same time the stress that Tan puts on the racial essence of the 
minority community risks severing the tie to the American nation in favour of an, in Tan’s case, 
specifically Chinese mythical origin. 
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Agency as Discursive Touchstone 
In his 2007 article “Re-viewing the Literary Chinatown”, Jeffrey Partridge also criticises Amy 
Tan for promoting an idea of Asian Americans as exotic Others. To Partridge the exoticism of 
Tan perpetuates the idea that Asian Americans are inassimilable: 
To view Asian American culture simply in terms of native culture and assimilation is to 
compartmentalize the literature and experiences of Asian Americans into a minority 
sphere – a literary Chinatown – from which other Americans can too easily divorce 
themselves. (2007, 102)  
Like Wong, Partridge thus argues that an Asian American literature that reproduces 
essentialised racial categories lends itself to stereotyping, and that this in turn makes it possible 
to exclude Asian American writers from the cultural mainstream. As Partridge puts it, 
essentialisation and stereotyping allows “the idea that “Chinese Americans suffer from Chinese 
American problems” (2007, 111). This echoes the dilemma between racial resistance and racial 
exclusion at the heart of strategic racial essentialism. Partridge attempts to solve this by 
establishing a criterion for analysing whether discursive categories are oppressive or not by 
distinguishing between constructive individual self-essentialisation and oppressive outside 
essentialisations. 
To establish this criterion, Partridge’s starts out with a critique of the concept of 
hybridity. Quoting Sau-ling Cynthia Wong, Partridge argues that: 
One difficulty here is that an articulation of cultural identity as amorphous and fluid 
threatens, in Sau-Ling Wong's words, to leave ‘certain segments of the … population ... 
without a viable discursive space’ […]. Moreover, in the political realities of 
representational government, a system that necessitates a unified articulation of need, 
hybrid identities seem powerless and pointless. (2007, 112) 
Here Wong execrates an anti-essentialism that goes far beyond the race concept. Such an all-
encompassing anti-essentialism might argue that all identity positions potentially are oppressive 
and should be left behind in favour of an interstitial discursive space. This is how Anthony 
Easthope interprets Homi Bhabha’s concept of hybridity, and it is on this basis that he argues 
that, “The sad old man muttering to himself on the top of the bus has fallen into the gaps 
coherent identity would conceal – he indeed inhabits an ‘interstitial passage between fixed 
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identifications’” (1998, 345). If the critique of essentialising discourses, such as Tan’s, is 
expanded to argue that all discourses, not just racial ones, are inherently oppressive, the result is 
a destabilisation of all human sociality. Partridge lets Werbner exemplify: 
According to some articulations of postmodernism, all forms of essentialization are to be 
questioned and condemned. In a kind of twisted logic, as Pnina Werbner explains, 
‘citizenship rights and multiculturalist agendas are as much dependent on collective 
objectification as are racist murders and ethnic cleansing’ (2007, 112) 
The “twisted kind of logic” that Werbner introduces can be likened to the Foucaultian idea that 
power relations are an integral part of both empowering and disempowering social 
configurations; that socially exercised power lends itself both to constructive self-identification 
and oppressive exoticism. This central critique of the radical deconstruction of all social 
positions provides the foundation of the distinction between objectification and reification that 
Partridge adopts from Werbner. Objectification is seen as “rightfully performed by a person of 
ethnicity as a means of social and political identification” (ibid. 113), while “‘Reification is 
representation which distorts and silences’ in order to manipulate those of another racial or 
ethnic community” (ibid. 112). 
 With Werbner, Partridge establishes an agency touchstone of non-oppressive social 
discourses. However, this touchstone is unable to rehabilitate the concept of race itself, and this 
because race imbues unchangeable attributes of the human body with social meaning. This issue 
can be exemplified with reference to a 2010 article by Jennifer Ann Ho. Ho’s point of departure 
is the fact that the Association for Asian American Studies’ prize for best Asian American 
fiction once went to a white American author by the name of James Janko (1). This racial 
trespass on the territory of racially delimited Asian American literature leads Ho to embark on a 
critique of the use of ethnicity as a mark of inclusion or exclusion. Here she highlights Kandice 
Chuh’s argument that  
rather than looking to complete the category ‘Asian American’ to actualize it by such 
methods as enumerating various components of differences (gender, class, sexuality, 
religion, and so on), we are positioned to critique the effects of the various configurations 
of power and knowledge through which the term comes to have meaning. (Chuh quoted 
in Ho 2010, 8)  
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The idea presented here is that Asian American culture should be forged into an entity that has 
the de-essentialisation of cultural units and identities as its very defining trait, and that it should 
celebrate authors that perform a continuous deconstruction of social categories. However, by 
making continuous deconstruction the gatekeeper of inclusion or exclusion of the Asian 
American community, Ho runs the risk, outlined by Partridge, of subverting the very racial-
geographic category that provides the foundation of the community in the first place. Ho’s 
provides an attempt at solving this by replacing the ethnic affiliation with cultural affiliation. 
She notes that Janko is a Vietnam veteran, who has “developed the novel [that won the award] 
out of a workshop he took with Maxine Hong Kingston”; that he has “conducted meticulous 
research”, has been living in Vietnam, speaks Vietnamese, and, perhaps more importantly, has 
been “listening to and learning from the Vietnamese people he met and befriended there” (ibid. 
9). However, this description depicts Janko as an immigrant who achieves a kind of ‘honorary 
Asianness’ through the cultural knowledge that has been imparted on him by cultural experts, 
who are experts because of their ethnicity or status within the racially defined Asian American 
community. 
In her attempt to replace ethnicity with another mark of inclusion, Ho ends up 
transposing this ethnic marker to Janko’s tutors, which means that she bestows ethnicity 
according to the same linguistic and cultural rules that govern racial exclusion in the U.S. 
Invoking the race of Janko’s tutors activates race as a primary delimiting linguistic signifier and 
thus reproduces the mainstream race discourse. The result is that Ho comes to subvert her own 
attempt to make anti-essentialism the most important property of the Asian American 
community. The problem with Ho’s attempt to save Janko remains the continued references to 
the racial category, and that race, as opposed to culture, attributes social meaning to bodily 
traits. The choice of bodily attributes as an inclusive or excluding sign carries an inherent binary 
division of bodies into ‘of this race’ and ‘not of this race’ that is inherently excluding. This 
could have been amended by adopting an anti-essential position, for instance exchanging ‘race’ 
for ‘culture’, but it could not have been solved by applying Partridge’s agency criterion with its 
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attendant categories of empowering objectification and disempowering reification. ‘Race’ as a 
social category itself carries within it a binary subdivision and this comes with an inherent 
potential reification that is inseparable from its entrenched biological sign system. This leaves 
room for racially marked objectification – individuals can identify with the race category – but 
at the cost of excluding everyone who does not carry the right biological marker. Had the prize 
committee not departed from this racial concept, Janko could not have won the award, and this 
would have been a direct consequence of the inherent binary exclusivity of the race concept. 
Strategic essentialism becomes strategic racism, and though the prize committee’s appropriate 
departure highlights how this racism can be discounted when the minority community deems it 
necessary, the act of deviating from the race category itself calls attention to the inherently 
excluding properties of the concept. 
One central quality criterion of the strategic essentialistic Asian American literary 
criticism is then whether or not individual subjects are actively engaged in the constructed 
positions – whether they are objectified by themselves or reified by others. Partridge echoes 
Wong’s critique of the repressive consequences of Tan’s essentialism, but goes a step further 
and introduces agency as a touchstone for distinguishing between oppressive and non-
oppressive identity constructions. The inherent focus on respecting the agency of others 
precludes binary discourses, which always disenfranchise the Other by defining it in relation to 
the properties of the self. However, this at the same time calls attention to an internal 
inconsistency within the strategic rehabilitation of the race concept that I term ‘racial 
exceptionalism’. The race concept cannot be purged of the inherent exclusion of non-racial or 
other-racial subjects, and ‘racial exceptionalism’ thus also describes the bargain that the 
strategic essentialistic position must engage in. As long as race is maintained as a primary 
signifier of belonging, the strategic racial political platform comes at the cost of the strategic 
exclusion of other-racial subjects. 
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American Racial Formation 
The time has now come to take a look at the specific ways in which the American mainstream 
discursive space organises race. I examine the idea of an American racial hierarchy, of specific 
forms of Asian American stereotyping, and of racially slanted national narratives that serve to 
subvert the American promise of inclusion. These then provides analysis points in my 
examination of Jin’s A Free Life. 
Partridge expands on the agency criterion by adding “that within the right of an ethnic 
community to name and define itself is a responsibility to anticipate and preserve alliances with 
other communities” (2007, 113). This is an idea also developed by Kim in an attempt to move 
beyond the strategic and anti-essentialistic positionings that she maps out. Kim criticises the 
different social constructionist thinking on race for advancing  
a binary white/non-white framework that falsely homogenizes the experiences of non-
white groups and obscures the fact that differential racialization processes have 
generated a complex structure of multiple group positions in American society. (Kim 2004, 
345) 
She exemplifies this by making the observation that while “whites racialized ‘Indians,’ 
‘Negros,’ ‘Mexicans,’ and ‘Orientals’ as inferior” they also “racialized each of these groups 
differently from and in relation to one another”, a result of what she terms the “hierarchical 
ranking” of these groups (ibid. her emphasis). Based on this ‘racial hierarchy’, Kim moves on to 
state three approaches that she believes can advance the scholarship on race. The first pledges 
more scholarship that “transcends binary frameworks”, the second pledges “realistic and 
grounded strategies for coalition politics”, while the third aims to “critique racial practices and 
discourses – not just for naturalising race, but for obscuring and perpetuating racial 
positionality”. She concludes her pledges with a step away from the position of strategic 
essentialism: “We need to go beyond identity politics and race consciousness as these are 
currently constructed and move toward a politics of justice and equality” (ibid. 352). 
This last remark takes Kim’s approach closer to the anti-essentialistic position on race, 
but with the crucial difference that she shifts the focus to dismantling the hierarchy of race 
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positions in minority community coalitions. Just as it can be argued that ethnically based 
communities may end up being played out against each other within the framework of the racial 
hierarchy, establishing alliances between minority communities also requires a rehabilitation of 
the racial sign that these minority communities are formed around. Just like Partridge’s attempt 
to salvage the race concept from the idea of deconstructive hybridity, Kim sees a need for a 
racial community that can challenge oppressive discourses, specifically the racial hierarchy. 
Kim proposes a minority agenda that not only attempts to create a minority space, but which 
seeks to combat the excluding stereotype and race hierarchy processes in cooperation with other 
minority communities. This means that reifying processes should be exposed and deconstructed, 
but also that ethnic affiliation should be constructed in a way that does not perpetuate the racial 
hierarchy. Whereas Kim’s contribution does not transcend the strategic and anti-essentialistic 
positions, the inter-minority alliances that she proposes and the racial identity platform they 
imply do provide useful analytical categories that I return to in my analysis. 
The racial hierarchy that Kim describes is intimately connected with racially slanted 
national narratives, and Kobayashi’s 2002 article provides a range of examples of such racially 
delimiting “foundation myths” (63). Her article opens with Bhabha’s Nation and Narration 
argument that “nations can come into being only through the telling of stories” (ibid.) and the 
following observations on American foundation narratives: 
It is no surprise, then, that in a multi-racial nation like America the compulsion to establish 
unity and cohesion through such emotionally binding narratives is particularly strong. 
Indeed, it hardly needs saying that the idea of America as a unified community has 
depended largely upon the repetition of such ‘foundation myths,’ such as the Pilgrim 
Fathers landing on Plymouth Rock off the Mayflower or the frontiersmen exploring the 
“Virgin Land” […] we cannot but conclude that the construction of America as a nation-
state was dependent on the idea of America as an untainted space, where only white 
Caucasians could enjoy full visibility. (ibid. 63-64) 
“Multi-racial nation” is an interesting phrase, as it highlights how the very application of the 
socially constructed term ‘race’ to the nation governs several other restrictive foundation myths 
such as the exploration and conquest of the new land.  
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Another exclusion oriented practice is stereotyping in itself, as when Asian Americans are 
characterised as a ‘model minority’. In Imagining the Nation David Leiwei Li argues that such 
stereotyping practices are interconnected with the racially slanted American national narratives: 
In the model minority discourse, the Asian American is incorporated into the narrative of 
European assimilation to serve two primary functions: first, to reaffirm the validity of the 
American democratic promise that other minorities of color have collectively failed to take 
advantage of; and second, to erase the repetitive historical differentiations of citizenship 
between white ethnicities and people of color. The revision of history thus paves the way 
for such neoconservative arguments of meritocracy that Asian Americans have come to 
exemplify. (1998, 9) 
Like Meena Alexander, Li here bisects the American discursive space and argues that it, on one 
hand, consists of an inclusive “democratic promise”, and on the other of a history of exclusion, 
which for Asian Americans are embodied in such narratives as the “Yellow Peril” (ibid.) and the 
“series of U.S. immigration laws, such as the Chinese Exclusion Act, the Alien Land Law, and 
the Japanese Exclusion Act” (Kobayashi 2002, 64). The model minority stereotype is part of 
this picture and portrays Asians as a superior minority that is more easily assimilated into the 
mainstream than other minority groups. According to Kim, this stereotype performs the dual 
functions of perpetuating the racial hierarchy (“If Asian Americans can make it, why can’t 
blacks?”), and of reproducing the negative stereotypes about Asians because these form the 
subtext of the model minority stereotype (2004, 348). She argues that the model minority 
stereotype at the same time “attributes traits to Asian Americans that are the mirror opposites of 
– and thus intimately related to – the prior negative traits: family-oriented/clannish, 
intelligent/devious, hardworking/robotic, etc.”, and she goes on to argue that this makes the 
negative stereotypes readily available for activation during hard times (ibid. 348-349). 
The Asian American scholarship thus exposes an American national space that contains 
a range of exclusion oriented practices, such as excluding foundation myths and a racial 
hierarchy perpetuated through stereotypes. In the face of this, the strategic essentialist position 
argues that the race concept at the centre of these excluding practices can be appropriated and 
used as an identity platform that in alliance with other minorities can resist racial exclusion. 
Attention to these elements of the exclusion of Asian Americans, the stereotypes, the racial 
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hierarchy, and the excluding foundation myths – as well as the strategic recommendations for 
resisting the oppressive and excluding discourses, the rehabilitation of race as an identity 
platform and the minority alliances – can be seen as the literary quality criteria of an Asian 
American strategic essentialistic literary analysis. In the analysis section, I return to these 
elements, which form analytical categories for my interpretation of how Jin’s A Free Life 
conceptualises race. 
The next section takes a step back from this focus on Asian American identity politics 
and literary quality criteria in order to examine the consequences of the genre choices of A Free 
Life. I consider genre as a concept, and the socially oriented genre conventions that both are part 
of the Bildungsroman and immigrant novel. I then move on to examine the structural and 
thematic qualities of the American immigrant novel, before I begin exploring how A Free Life 
lives up to these conventions and how it incorporates Künstlerroman elements within its 
structure. I then discuss how these genre orientations relate to the importance of race in the 
American context, and I argue that the novel continuously subverts the usefulness of racial 
categories and that it subsumes the critique of race into a critique of capitalistic materialism. 
Lastly, I examine how the novel’s existential dimension attempts to bridge the tension between 
the individual and the social and to transcend and void the racial categories that are part of the 
American social space. 
Genre  
In his article “Introduction to Genre Theory” Daniel Chandler quotes Boris Tomashevsky on the 
impossibility of seeing genres as Platonic ‘ideal types’, and argues that “no firm classification of 
genre is possible. Their demarcation is always historical, that is to say, is correct only for a 
specific moment in history” (2000, 3-4). This historicity is intimately related to the socially 
constructed nature of genres, an aspect which Chandler highlights by quoting Robert Hodge and 
Gunther Kress, “genres only exist in so far as a social group declares and enforces the rules that 
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constitute them”, Andrew Tudor, “genre is ‘what we collectively believe it to be’”, and David 
Buckingham, “genre is not … simply ‘given’ by the culture: rather it is in a constant process of 
negation and change” (ibid. 3). Analysing genre thus means paying attention to the fact that they 
are social constructs, and that their use as such speaks about the historically and socially 
situated choices of the author and the inter-textuality of his or her work.  
In this thesis, my analytical errand is not so much to establish a set of genre ideals in 
order to see whether A Free Life lives up to them or not, but rather to point out that the novel 
invokes some specific genre elements – I borrow the necessary delimitations from literary 
academia – and to point out the consequences of how A Free Life shapes and appropriates these 
elements. For my purposes here, it is important to note that the lack of fidelity of the genre 
concept means that it is less of an excluding concept than an inclusive concept. If a novel 
incorporates elements that arguably place it in one or more specific genre categories, then my 
objective is not to attempt to fix the novel in one category or another, but rather to inquire how 
the genre choices of the text matter in relation to its subject. 
The relevance of genre choices to the social significance of a novel is exemplified very 
well by Viet Thanh Nguyen’s article “The Remasculinization of Chinese America: Race, 
Violence, and the Novel”. Here he examines how the Bildungsroman has been used to counter 
the demasculinisation of Asian men. As both the immigrant novel and the Künstlerroman can be 
seen as variants or subgenres of the Bildungsroman (Kandiyoti 2009, 86; Encyclopaedia 
Britannica, “Künstlerroman”), Nguyen’s observations on the social significance of the 
Bildungsroman and its relationship to the nation state serve as a starting point for my 
examination of these genres. Above I presented Lowe’s analysis of how the nation constitutes 
its citizens in terms of gender, and Nguyen echoes this analysis in his analysis of the 
Bildungsroman. Nguyen highlights how the central function of the Bildungsroman is the 
initiation of the protagonist into society, and how this at the same time can be seen to reproduce 
the power structures that characterise the state: 
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The bildungsroman, while narrating the public inclusion of its subjects, also enacts violent 
exclusion against those who do not match the profile of its ideal subjects (white, 
heterosexual, male, and eventually propertied). A significant strand of American literature 
adapts the European bildungsroman by representing narratives that trace the successful 
struggle of characters who achieve this public identity and its prerogatives: the formal or 
informal rights to property, political participation, and patriarchal domination of women. 
(Nguyen 2000, 132) 
The appropriation of this genre by male Chinese American writers can of course be used to 
claim the same prerogatives, and Nguyen argues that this is exactly what goes on in some 
Chinese American immigrant novels. According to Nguyen, however, this also means that the 
negative power structures of the host country, such as the “patriarchal domination of women” 
are reproduced in the minority literature: 
That unification comes with a cost, namely the novel’s suppression of inequality and 
contradiction, and its appropriation of difference. The violence of this suppression shapes 
the formal dimension of the bildungsroman and finds an allegory in the violent content of 
the Chinese American novel. (ibid. 152) 
Though I do not agree with Nguyen’s employment of the concept of violence being the same as 
excluding discursive practices, he does show how a Bildungsroman genre choice may lead to a 
highly problematic minority appropriation of dominant mainstream power structures. By 
invoking a genre that reproduces excluding power structures, and here the patriarchal 
domination of women is an especially poignant example of Nguyen’s, the Bildungsroman 
writers also attempt to shape a specific definition of national membership that relies on binary 
identity positions (men are propertied, politically relevant patriarchs, and women are neither of 
these things). This is exceedingly excluding as biologically delimited categorisations are quite 
hard to change, cross, or trespass on (though the cultural meanings attributed to the biological 
sexes are being challenged by the LGBT community). 
 Nguyen’s exploration of the power structures associated with the Asian American 
appropriation of the Bildungsroman can be contrasted to the properties of the immigrant novel 
as explored by Cowart. In his analysis of the themes that characterise immigrant literature 
Cowart argues that: “To be sure, one of the things immigrants take to is the American privilege 
of criticizing American institutions” and that “All [immigrant writers] proceed through a 
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Bildung that culminates in more or less successful acculturation” (2006, 207). The combination 
of the critical attitude to the nation, and how it goes hand in hand with the integration aspect that 
characterises this genre’s integration of the protagonist into the nation, then highlights the 
potentially subversive properties and at the same time nation-community oriented aspects of the 
immigrant novel genre choice. 
This indicates that one function of Jin’s choice of the immigrant novel over the 
Bildungsroman is a choice of repositioning male Chinese American fiction, and to take a step 
away from the excluding genre traits that characterise the Bildungsroman to a more critical 
interaction with the discourses that delimit the American nation. In the same way as the 
reproduction of excluding power structures in the male Asian American Bildungsroman 
tradition hinges on the initiation of Asian men into an excluding value system, privileging their 
gender, the potentially critical and more open function of the immigrant novel genre may 
attempt to transform the demarcations of the national community in other ways. 
The next section examines the structural characteristics of the American immigrant 
novel genre and combines this with structural analysis observations on the functions of plot and 
character in narrative in order to construct an analytical model that can draw out the immigrant 
novel elements of A Free Life. According to Bettina Hofmann, however, A Free Life can also be 
read as a Künstlerroman (2010), and, as I argue that the novel actually subsumes Künstlerroman 
elements into its immigrant novel structure, I also examine the structural outlay of the 
Künstlerroman. 
The Immigrant Novel and Künstlerroman Genres 
In his 1981 article on immigrant literature, William Boelhower presents a structuralist argument 
to point out that American immigrant literature is structured around the expectations of the 
immigrant – his or hers American dream – and the subsequent evaluation of these expectations. 
This is the ideal immigrant novel plot, as summarised by Boelhower: 
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An immigrant protagonist(s), 
representing an ethnic world view, 
comes to America with great expectations, 
and through a series of trials 
is led to reconsider them 
in terms of his [sic] final status. (1981, 5) 
Boelhower, like Cullen (2003, 5), notes that the immigration project becomes fused with the 
notion of the American dream, and that this is part of the expectations associated with the genre: 
In the light of genre expectations, the reader is led primarily to familiarize himself [sic] 
with new ethnic values and traditions and to naturalize these differences as an integral 
part of the American experience. Through the genre model, then, one must root a mythic 
conception of the American dream within a specific historical context, which means 
requalifying the Dream each time there is a new immigrant protagonist, with a specific 
response in a specific location. (1981, 12) 
Here Boelhower extrapolates from the basic genre structure of the novel in order to highlight the 
transformative qualities of immigrant literature that “naturalize” ethnic differences in the 
American national experience. At the same time Boelhower argues that the American dream is 
re-qualified with every new novel in the genre. In the context of my analysis, this makes one of 
the primary questions to ask: How is the American dream conceptualised in A Free Life. 
On the basis of this basic outline of Boelhower’s typical immigrant novel plot, he creates 
what he terms a fabula diagram that shows how the immigrant’s contact with the New World 
results in discrepancies between expectations and New World reality. These then become the 
major structural forces in the genre. Boelhower illustrates his observations with a semiotic 
square model that accounts for the reversal of idealisation: 
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The semiotic square model takes two binarily opposed forces as its main axis (top line and 
nodes) and then connects these with the elements that fall outside this binary relationship (the 
nodes and bottom line; Chandler 2007, 119). Boelhower explains; “NW” and “OW” stands for 
New World and Old World: 
At the moment of EXPECTATION, which may already be set in the NW, the RESOLUTION is 
considered an ideal reality, while the OW is viewed as a negative reality. […] At the same 
time, as the protagonist discovers American first hand, he [sic] is separated from the OW. 
Ultimately this leads the protagonist to idealize the OW – either through an attempt to 
preserve his OW culture, even though he may be assimilated into the NW, or through a 
stiff criticism of an alienating set of experiences in America. (1981, 5, emphasis in original) 
According to Boelhower, the central conflict of the immigrant novel is the idealisation of the 
New World being replaced by idealisation of the Old World, a movement which leads to a 
critique of the New World. It can be argued, as Boelhower does (ibid. 7), that that immigrant 
literature would not be immigrant literature if it did not contain this central conflict. 
 In line with what Peter Brooks in Reading for the Plot describes as the “‘universal 
grammar’ of narrative” found in French structuralism (1992, 17) this kind of structural analysis 
suggests an essential or ideal story element that finds its expression in individual narratives. It 
is, however, as Boelhower also does (1981, 3), possible to move beyond this Platonic idealism 
by paying attention to the constructed nature of the ideal-types generated by the analysis. There 
are, after all, recurring and recycled elements in narrative, though each act of textual or genre-
related reproduction, just like all discursive reproduction, cannot help but contain an element of 
mutation. Such an approach preserves the useful structuralist extrapolation of narrative structure 
while keeping in mind the social constitution of genre elements and their resulting malleability, 
and this allows one to trace the genre-related elements of the novel in a discourse and context 
oriented analytical approach.  
 The norm that suggested by Boelhower’s analysis is a central reversal of idealisation, 
shifting from Old World to New, and this is dependent on the immigrant’s pursuit of a version 
of the American dream that must result in disappointment as the ideal is confronted with reality. 
But the fabula diagram or semiotic square model that Boelhower employs can be criticised for 
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being very abstract and potentially more concealing than explanatory when applied to 
hermeneutic analysis (Chandler 2007, 108). One way of maintaining a clear relationship 
between text and analysis, while still performing a structural analysis, is to move from the 
Greimas semiotic square model to the actantial model also attributed to Greimas. Brooks 
describes the actantial model as based on the fairytale analysis of Propp, a model that positions 
function as “an act of character, defined from the point of view of its significance to the course 
of the action” (Propp quoted in Brooks 1992, 15). According to Brooks (ibid. 16) the functions 
in this model are “are rebaptized actants” which gives us “a taxonomy whose inherent tensions 
generate the production of narrative”: 
 
 
 
This model supplies us with a subject (or hero) who is in pursuit of an object (goal). The 
mission may not be of the subjects own devising, and the subject may or may not be the 
beneficiary of the mission. This necessitates a ‘sender’ to supply the objective and a ‘receiver’ 
to benefit from the obtained goal (potentially the hero him or herself). Along the way the subject 
may be helped and hindered by external forces or other characters. The actantial model thus 
provides a character based narrative analysis, which, compared to the semiotic square model, 
provides a relatively transparent starting point for a genre oriented narrative analysis. 
 If we now turn to take a look at the Künstlerroman as genre, The Encyclopaedia 
Britannica defines the Künstlerroman like this: 
Künstlerroman, (German: “artist’s novel”), class of Bildungsroman, or apprenticeship 
novel, that deals with the youth and development of an individual who becomes—or is on 
the threshold of becoming—a painter, musician, or poet. […] Unlike many Bildungsroman, 
where the hero often dreams of becoming a great artist but settles for being a mere useful 
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citizen, the Künstlerroman usually ends on a note of arrogant rejection of the 
commonplace life. (Encyclopaedia Britannica, “Künstlerroman”) 
This definition highlights how the Bildung element associated with the Künstlerroman is 
different from the social inclusion plot of the Bildungsroman, and it also exemplifies the 
specific structure and plot that characterises the Künstlerroman. Just like the immigrant novel 
and the Bildungsroman, a Künstlerroman can be examined by looking at how the specific novel 
in question adheres to and departs from the structural conventions of the genre. 
Instead of providing an inclusive literary movement, the Künstlerroman is characterised 
by an individualistic and excluding plot that sets the artist in question apart from society. It is 
also this uneasy connection between artist and community that Hofmann’s Künstlerroman 
interpretation of A Free Life focuses on. She exemplifies this with a walkthrough of the 
development of the genre in the twentieth century: 
In the twentieth century, then, the concept of the independent and isolated artist again 
prevails in the English-language Künstlerromane. The distance from others extends not 
only to bourgeois society but also to other artists who share the same predicament. (2010, 
201) 
Hofmann also notes that writers with minority backgrounds often reverse this self-excluding 
tendency, and quoting Irma Maini, she argues that “American writers of color […] ‘want to 
move from the margin to the center or to help change the existing meaning of margin and make 
it a site of agency and empowerment’” (ibid.). However, Hofmann also argues that “[the 
protagonist of A Free Life] Nan Wu [...] insists on the unique vision of the individual and 
rejects the obligation to speak on behalf of any kind of community” (ibid. 209). Just as 
Boelhower and Cowart’s alignment of the immigrant novel plot and American dream showcases 
the social engagement of the immigrant novel, Hofmann’s reading of the A Free Life as a 
Künstlerroman sees a highly individualistic novel that she understands to be the result of a 
highly individualistic genre. It is of course highly relevant that Hofmann includes the tradition 
of writing minority Künstlerromane, which have the goal of influencing the minority’s position 
in the mainstream in society, and that she argues that A Free Life breaks with this tradition. This 
becomes increasingly interesting when we recall that Jin himself refuses the notion of serving as 
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spokesman – again highlighting how the peculiar genre combination of the novel displays a 
tortured relationship between individual and social orientation.  
How exactly this is resolved and how the resolution relates to the Asian American 
identity politics outlined above is then the object of my analysis in the next section. I argue that 
A Free Life, due to its combination of the immigrant novel and the Künstlerroman genres, is 
characterised by a two-tier structure that encompasses two American dreams, one materialistic 
that can be identified with the celebration of the American dream, defined as the chance to 
achieve material wealth through hard work, and another that can be identified with the 
Künstlerroman and the quest for an individual artistic project. In order to explore how Jin 
employs these genres, I construct two actantial model analyses that aim to encompass this 
structural complexity. 
The Genres of A Free Life 
Analysing the immigrant novel as genre, I argued that one of the important elements of the 
immigrant novel genre is a structure that presupposes a quest for an American dream, which, as 
it is fulfilled, is replaced with either a critique of the American dream itself or a longing for the 
homeland of the immigrant subject. At the same time the centrality of the American dream to 
this structure makes the way an immigrant novel, such as A Free Life, conceptualises the 
American dream pivotal to an interpretation of the novel in question. I combine these two 
analytical goals of examining the immigrant novel reversal of idealisation and American dream 
with an analysis of how the Künstlerroman elements of the novel, with its orientation towards 
the individual project of becoming an artist in the face of societal constraints, are included in the 
novel. This gives us a dual structure with two elements that at the surface seem to be cancelling 
each other out. I argue, however, that A Free Life reconciles the respective individual and social 
orientation of the two genres, and I show the relationship of these genres to each other by 
constructing two actantial models, one for each genre related object of the protagonist subject. 
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This first analytical section also serves to outline the plot of the novel and to introduce central 
characters and themes. 
A Free Life consists of seven parts, each of around 21 chapters, and can be subdivided 
into two sections that overlap roughly around the fourth part, halfway through the 660 pages of 
the novel. The story chronicles the immigration of Nan Wu and his wife Pingping to America, 
their everyday lives there, and the consequences of their decision to immigrate. The story begins 
with Nan and Pingping picking up their five year old son, Taotao, from the airport, uniting the 
immigrant family or “transindividual subject”, as Boelhower terms it (1981, 7). 
Language invokes belonging in A Free Life and shows the gradual integration of the 
family into the American nation. This contrasts the Chinese communities of the novel where the 
common linguistic identity plays an important role and Mandarin is the lingua franca of choice. 
This is also the case when the Wus speak among themselves, and their conversation is 
represented in flawless and italicised English to indicate that they are speaking their native 
language. Taotao is scolded in Mandarin (351), and speaks the language, but he also recourses 
to English, especially when he wishes to signal cultural competences associated with America. 
Taotao’s mastery of English is part of the characterisation of him as the transindividual 
subject’s American future, which is emphasised when he resists learning written Mandarin, 
finally giving it up completely at the end of the novel (502). His parents concern over his refusal 
to learn Chinese is assuaged by the fact that he will never gain any written fluency in the 
language, and instead they start worrying about his college major (504). This highlights the 
boy’s eventual integration into the American education system and his unbridled entry into the 
American nation. Nan and Pingping may expect Taotao’s integration into the nation to be more 
or less automatic, but at the same time it is Nan’s efforts that pave the way for its success, and 
this takes the form of the national inclusion he both secures through his initial goal to make a 
living or himself and his family in American and his subsequent ambition of writing poetry in 
English. 
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Having left China behind, Nan and his family now enters a country with a much less 
intrusive state power. This means that Nan must secure the basic material necessities for himself 
and his family, something which initially is quite a shock to Nan who is used to the Chinese 
state providing a minimum of security: 
Back in China he had always been a member of a work unit that provided a salary, shelter 
(usually a bed or at most a room), coupons for cloth and grain and cooking oil, medical 
care, and sometimes even free condoms. As long as he didn’t cause trouble for the 
authorities, his livelihood was secure. Now he would have to earn a living by himself and 
also support his family. (17) 
Adjusting to a situation where his material needs are not automatically catered for is not easy for 
Nan, but he resolves to become “the draft horse pulling the cart of this family” (23), thus 
outlining how his initial American dream is to secure a position for himself and his family in 
America. Right from the beginning, however, Nan has another ambition. Even while he decides 
to sacrifice himself for his family, he reveals to one of his immigrant friends that what he would 
really like to do is write poetry (43). 
This establishes the two main projects of the novel, the Bildung of the protagonist into 
an American subject and the Künstler’s separation from societal norms. The material insecurity 
of the family first makes Nan devote himself to securing their existence in America, and this 
provides the focus of the first half of the novel. To achieve the necessary material security Nan 
goes through a succession of assorted jobs as a watchman before he manages to learn a trade as 
a cook in New York. This trade eventually takes the family to Georgia where the Wus take over 
‘The Gold Wok’, a Chinese restaurant. After his series of more or less successful employments, 
Nan is elated that he is finally going to work for himself, and the family starts acclimatising and 
worshipping the Chinese ‘God of Money’ left behind by the previous owners (189). The project 
of securing a livelihood succeeds with Nan and Pingping owning the thriving business that 
allows them to buy a house, but this is where Nan’s artistic ambitions reawaken. 
Before the fulfilment of the material needs of the family, however, Nan and the Wus 
interact with various people that represent alternative goals, paths, and priorities. These 
encounters provide counterpoints that allow us to explore Nan’s initial American dream and 
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map out the hindrances and facilitators for the subject’s initial goal. Nan’s trip to New York is 
initially conducted because he accepts a job as an editor for an Asian American literary 
magazine, New Lines. His editor in chief, Bao Yuan, is among the friends that Nan makes in 
New York, and provides a counterpoint to Nan’s socially oriented vow to support himself and 
his family – and an example of how materialism corrupts. Bao is living with his girlfriend, 
Wendy, who supports him financially and allows him to pursue his artistic interests (126). Bao’s 
instrumental relationship to Wendy is also characteristic of how he interacts with others, 
including Nan. In the end Bao’s art is ruined by his success, as he begins painting faster to 
capitalise on the demand generated by the name he has made for himself. This results in art that 
is “without any trace of the violent colors and tragic tones that used to suffuse his paintings” 
(448). The materialistic corruption of Bao’s art functions as a counterpoint to Nan’s own artistic 
ambitions, and Bao’s dependence on his girlfriend makes Nan decide that he wants to be able to 
support himself and his family before he begins pursuing his poetry ambitions: “In his heart Nan 
couldn’t help but despise Bao. If he was going to become an artist, he would be a different type. 
He’d be a self-sufficient man first” (157). If considered in the context of the facilitator and 
hindrance forces of the actantial model, the quest for the decent and self-sufficient family life 
does not allow Nan to be supported by others while he chases his art, and Nan’s poetry 
ambitions must then initially be considered to be in the way of his materialistic ambitions. 
 Nan’s initial material orientation can be seen as the first incarnation of the American 
dream explored by the novel. In view of both Bettina Hofmann and Clara Juncker’s focus on the 
individualism of the novel (2010, 209; 2010, 224), it is interesting to note that Nan’s version of 
the materialistic American dream is socially oriented, as Nan after all decides to sacrifice his 
own ambitions for Pingping and Taotao, and as he explicitly refuses the ‘everyone can get rich 
in America’ version of the American dream. This can be exemplified with Nan’s encounter with 
Ivan, an immigrant from Russia who both brags about how he spends his time making money 
by trading oil on his laptop (67) and his house in Switzerland (68). Unlike Nan, who is 
committed to Pingping, Ivan is interested in other women and readily states that he needs 
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“female company sometimes” (91), displaying his disloyalty to his wife and its accompanying 
self-orientation. The difference between the two versions of the material American dream is 
highlighted by Nan’s both perplexed and impressed reaction to Ivan: 
Evidently Ivan had intuitively grasped the essence of capitalism. But how could he – Nan – 
act like a capitalist? Besides having no capital to invest, he simply couldn’t imagine himself 
using others’ money or labor. That would amount to exploitation, wouldn’t it? (68) 
Ivan exemplifies another, less idealistic, approach to the American dream, which contrasts and 
qualifies Nan’s self-sacrificing social orientation and modest materialism. 
  These considerations now allow me to supply an actantial model that describes Nan’s 
quest for a decent American life in the immigrant novel part of A Free Life: 
 
 
 
In this version of the American dream ‘a free life’ means self-employment. Nan is the subject 
working to achieve his American dream. He has supplied this goal to support his family, and 
accordingly both the sender and receiver slots can be allocated to the entire transindividual 
subject. Helping Nan is learning a trade and the support of his wife; opposing him is his poetry 
ambitions, which Pingping tends to view as a distraction from his obligations towards his 
family. 
However, just as Nan’s poetry ambitions get in the way of his family obligations his 
poetry ambitions are stifled by the material project. This is shown both explicitly and implicitly. 
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Explicitly, towards the end of the novel when Nan starts pursuing his poetry ambitions in 
earnest: 
For several years he had tried every way to wriggle out of the struggle. For several years 
he had devoted all his energy and passion to the restaurant business and gotten the 
mortgage paid, but the disappearance of the debt had also ended his excuse for not 
writing, for not doing something his heart desired. (472) 
And implicitly, it happens much earlier when a flock of Canada geese settle in the lake touching 
upon Nan’s backyard and refuse to migrate as they are supposed to. Pingping tries to calm him, 
but Nan’s annoyance is great and inexplicable to himself. The italics in the quotation indicate 
that the couple is speaking Mandarin: 
“What losers! These geese live like millionaires,” Nan would say to his wife whenever he 
saw them paddling in the water. 
 Pingping would smile, saying he was just an angry man. Why couldn’t he let the birds 
have an easy life? What was wrong with their inhabiting this lake? 
 “Nobody should feed them from now on,” Nan continued. “Totally spoiled, they’ve lost 
their animal instinct. No wonder they’re so fat.” (290) 
Nan’s overly fervent annoyance with the geese is connected to materialism, they live “like 
millionaires”, and reflects his dissatisfaction with his own life. Conversely Pingping’s calming 
words display her satisfaction with the materially oriented life they are living and shows how 
she embodies the material needs of the transindividual subject. 
 In the end Nan’s ambition to write poetry wins out, and this turn from the material 
project that begins the novel to a new individualistic poetry project is reflected in an argument 
Nan has at the beginning of the 6
th
 part of the novel with Shubo Gao, one of the Chinese 
immigrant friends that Nan and Pingping makes when they hire extra help to work at the Gold 
Wok. Shubo argues that Nan should forget about his own life and that “You’re supposed to 
sacrifice yourself for your children, who are an extension of your life and who will do the same 
for their children”, to which Nan replies that “’sacrifice’ is just an excuse for cowardice and 
laziness. My son has his life and I must have mine” (420-421, italics indicate Mandarin). 
Shubo’s arguments here mirror Nan’s own initial ambition to sacrifice himself for his family, 
and his change of heart displays the shift in his goals that shows that the structure of the plot has 
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changed. From the orientation towards sociality, materialism, and sacrifice, Nan now has a new 
set of goals and is pursuing the individualistic project of his own poetry ambitions. 
 Though the transition from one goal to the other is gradual the protagonist’s initial goals 
are replaced with another set, and envisioned as an actantial model, it looks like this: 
 
 
Nan is now the sole sender of his project, and he is only working for himself. His helpers and 
opponents have changed places as the hard work that comes with owning the restaurant is 
incompatible with Nan’s poetry project. A shift in focus from a socially oriented materialism to 
an individually oriented poetry ambition occurs, but the novel does not perform a shift from 
idealisation of the New World to either the criticism of the New World or the idealisation of the 
Old World that Boelhower lists as genre elements of the immigrant novel. 
On the surface level of the plot this is a clear deviation from the expected genre 
structure, and this has to do with the fact that the plot of A Free Life begins with the unification 
of the Wu family, and not with the desire to immigrate. At the same time, the reason for the 
immigration is not the pull factor of the idealisation of America, but rather the push factor of the 
1989 Tiananmen Massacre, where Chinese regime broke up the democracy movement on the 
square. This movement is the reason for Nan’s problematic relationship with his homeland. We 
are told how Nan before the beginning of the novel was involved in the democracy movement 
in the Chinese diaspora in the U.S. and participated in a meeting where he in anger suggested 
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that the movement should kidnap children of top officials in order to put pressure on the 
Chinese government (16). The rash suggestion comes back to haunt him, as the Chinese 
authorities decide to harass him as best they can in spite of his U.S. residence permit. They 
monitor the letters he exchanges with his family in China (53) and rescinds his passport (83), 
and Nan fears they may also begin harassing his family in Harbin in northern China (44). Partly 
as a result of this estrangement Nan never thinks highly of his homeland and is continuously in 
conflict with the Chinese diaspora community in America, which he criticises for owing 
allegiance to the totalitarian regime. One example is at a community meeting where Nan levies 
this critique against the nationalists: 
“Listen,” Nan went on. “You people always talk about your nation, your China, as if every 
one of you were a kingpin of that country. Has it ever occurred to you that this obsession is 
dangerous? I mean to let a country dominate an individual’s life and out-weigh everything 
else. What is the definition of fascism? Do you know?” (496, Nan’s elocution is in Mandarin 
as indicated by the italics) 
The novel sustains a criticism of Chinese nationalism, and, as Boelhower points out, this means 
that it can be argued to perform an implicit idealisation of America. Nan’s problematic 
relationship with China also obstructs the ‘idealisation of the homeland’ genre convention, but 
this is counter-balanced by Nan’s equal distaste for American materialism:  
People here worked too hard, obsessed with the illusion of getting rich. Americans often 
disparaged workaholism in Japan, but most of them worked as hard as the Japanese, if not 
harder. In this place if you didn’t make money, you were a loser, a nobody. Your worth 
was measured by the property you owned and by the amount you had in the bank. On the 
radio, the host of Money Matters would ask callers blatantly, “What’s your worth?” You 
couldn’t answer “I hold two master’s degrees” or “I’m a model worker” or “I’m an honest 
guy.” You had to come up with a specific figure. On TV, jolly old men would declare, “I feel 
like a million bucks!” (65-66) 
The narration of this passage reflects Nan’s sensitive immigrant-artist stance towards the 
materialistic values that in this case are exemplified by capitalist America. The alternatives 
listed to the monetary worth – education, diligence, and honesty – exemplify the values that are 
instrumentalised and only judged as valuable if they earn the holder money. Even happiness 
itself is equated with monetary worth, and it is this materialistic corruption of other social 
values that Nan’s poetic and family oriented approach to the American dream counters, thus 
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providing the novel’s initial criticism of the otherwise inclusive American dream narrative. As 
this materialistic corruption is found both in China and the U.S. the shift of idealisation that 
characterises the immigrant novel cannot occur on the level of the plot that narrates the 
immigrant’s shift of affiliation from one country to another. This shift does occur, however, on 
a symbolic level through Nan’s emotional involvement with his wife and the girl who left him 
before he met Pingping. 
In the beginning of the novel when the family finds a foothold in the new country, 
Pingping keeps house for a wealthy New England family called the Masefields. Here Pingping 
and Taotao sleep in one room while Nan spends his evenings reading poetry alone in another 
(18). At the same time we are told of Pingping that “no matter how [Nan] tried he couldn’t love 
her wholeheartedly” (57). Throughout the novel Nan and Pingping grow closer together, and 
Nan comes to feel love for his wife who also ends up becoming a focus of his poetic 
endeavours, as for instance expressed in a poem Nan writes at the end of the novel entitled 
“Belated Love” (620). This poem is written at a time when Nan finally is happy with his life in 
America, because he has begun writing poetry in earnest. The fact that the poem is written on 
Christmas Eve, a markedly non-Chinese holiday, and in the last chapter of the novel, which 
ends with the word “home” (Jin 2007, 621; Hofmann 2010, 210), indicates that his love for 
Pingping also coincides with the successful integration of the family into the American nation. 
Nan’s feelings for his homeland China are on the other hand expressed in his longing 
for his first girlfriend, Beina. While China always stands for headless materialism or 
nationalism, these attributes somehow seem not to matter at all to Nan when they are exhibited 
by Beina. As shown by her name’s phonetic similarity to ‘China’, Beina represents Nan’s 
emotional and idealised attachment to his homeland. In the beginning of the novel we are told 
that before Nan married Pingping, Nan pursued and was scorned by Beina who left him for 
another man that could buy her a red Yamaha scooter (59). Nan’s feelings for Beina are a major 
flaw in his marriage to Pingping, and are interconnected with Pingping’s role as an obstructer to 
Nan’s poetry project. Conversely, we are told that Beina served as Nan’s muse before she left 
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him: “when he had just fallen in love with Beina, he had written more than a hundred poems, all 
of which came with ease” (61). China and Beina are then connected with poetry in Nan’s mind, 
but only until the end of the novel when he actually meets her again and the idealization is lost. 
When he suddenly wins plane tickets to Beijing (525), the inspiration Nan drew from being in 
love with Beina finally causes him to go to China to look for her. Nan does this, we are told, not 
to “rekindle her feelings for him”, but “in order to preserve her in his memory as a lovely 
woman beyond his reach, as someone who still possessed his soul, so that the flames of 
inspiration would blaze in him again” (562). Upon arriving in China Nan discovers that 
American materialism now is matched by a Chinese counterpart. Nan’s brother has started 
gambling and Nan’s parents receive his gift of money with an attitude that suggests that the 
Chinese inferiority complex to the capitalist America can be healed with enough cash:  
“This is twenty dollars,” he said. “I never saw American money before.” 
“It’s real.” Nan nodded. 
“I’ve never thought the almighty dollar looks so ugly.” 
His mother interjected, “What a silly thing to say. No money looks ugly.” (551, italics 
indicate Mandarin) 
In an extension of this logic, a visit to Beina’s home town ascertains that Beina has actually 
moved to the U.S. and lived there for years without Nan knowing about it (563). Without Nan’s 
knowledge the longing he felt for China/Beina has changed locations with him. Upon his return 
to the U.S. Nan goes to see her, but this time his eyes are open to her materialism, and he 
discovers that the feelings he had for her for some time has belonged to Pingping. Beina now 
lives a modest middle class life and runs an acupuncture clinic (586). Upon meeting Nan she 
taunts him for having given up on her too easily and tells him that he should have bought her a 
red car when he came to America to compete with his rival’s red scooter. She attempts to 
reassert her hold on him by arguing that “For a man like you, the first love is always the flame 
consuming your heart. You cannot stop your torch song”. Nan asks if she believes that she still 
has her hooks in him, and she replies “Try to get them out” (589, italics indicate Mandarin). 
Beina’s way of taking Nan’s undying love for granted mirrors the Chinese diaspora 
nationalism’s claim on the unconditional affiliation of Chinese nationals, and Nan now realises 
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that he has wasted his affections on the wrong woman (590). This enables him to relocate both 
his emotional attachment and poetic efforts to Pingping and America. 
A Free Life does not provide the shift in national idealisation suggested by Boelhower, 
but criticises both the U.S. and China for the capitalist materialisation of sociality and society. 
On the national affiliation level A Free Life reverts Boelhower’s suggested trajectory and begins 
a critique of China and Chinese nationalism that implies an idealisation of America. The novel 
does, however, shift from materialistic to poetic goals as explored in my actantial model 
analysis, and this shift is connected to the emotional national affiliation channelled through the 
central women in the protagonist’s life. Initially Pingping’s materialism obstructs the poetry 
project, and Nan’s poetic energy is focused on Beina, but towards the end, this is reversed. Now 
the feelings for Beina are blocked by her materialism, while Pingping becomes the belated focus 
of poetic inspiration. As Pingping is linked to materialism and national affiliation, this can be 
interpreted as an uncritical celebration of materialist America, but as the critique of materialism 
is sustained throughout the novel, and as it ends on a notion of diminished material status with 
the couple selling the Chinese restaurant and Nan pursuing his poetry, the novel can also be 
seen to perform an initiation into a contrasting poetic space that in itself maintains the expected 
critique of the New World. Nan’s poetry ambition does require a materialistic foundation, but as 
shown through the counterpoint provided for instance by Ivan, this materialism is kept in check 
by Nan’s poetry and family orientation. Through the critique of American materialism the novel 
arrives at a critique of the American nation, as in accordance with the genre convention, but at 
the same time the universality of this materialism (which is both found in China/Beina and the 
U.S.) means that the tension presented is between the poetic and authentic human sociality on 
one hand, and the materially corrupted sociality generated by Capitalism on the other. 
This genre analysis provides an example of how a push-factor oriented immigrant novel 
may live up to the genre conventions suggested by Boelhower, something which shows the 
strength of these conventions, but it also suggests that A Free Life aligns the Künstlerroman 
project with social inclusion in America. This goes against Hofmann’s reading of the novel as a 
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Künstlerroman without social orientation, and means that the Künstlerroman aspect contains the 
possibility of expanding on the immigrant novel critique of the American and Chinese 
materialism. 
Having explored how A Free Life positions itself in relation to the racial content of the 
American mainstream discourse, I return to take a closer look at how the socially oriented 
Künstlerroman project of the novel expands on the immigrant novel critique of the nation in 
more detail – arguing that Nan’s artistic project becomes an alternative to the racialised U.S. 
sociality and aims to rehabilitate the inclusive potential of the American dream, rather than the 
concept of race. In order to do this, however, I must first examine how the novel incorporates 
ideas about race and ethnicity into its genre structure, and how this compares to the Asian 
American scholarly identity politics outlined previously. My next section takes a look the A 
Free Life’s treatment of the Asian American race category, stereotypes, and the race hierarchy – 
and at how the novel positions itself in relation to the debate on racial identity as a valid social 
identity position. 
Race and Sociality in A Free Life 
Asian American Studies conceptualises the national space of the United States as deeply 
influenced by narratives that may both exclude and privilege certain social groups. This 
narrative inclusion or exclusion functions through stereotypes, such as the model minority 
stereotype, with its statements on Asians (hard-working, intelligent, strict parents etc.), as well 
as the demasculinisation of Asian American men. This stereotyping is part of the process that 
creates a racial hierarchy, which governs the social space available to racially defined groups 
and whether such groups are made the object of excluding practices. In an attempt to influence 
and change these discursive processes, the Asian American scholarship proposes that the 
identity politics of the U.S. and by extension the literature produced within the confines of the 
nation, are in need, as a minimum, of an awareness of the racial hierarchy and the stereotypes 
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that support it, and, preferably, should attempt to deconstruct these stereotypes and the racial 
hierarchy itself. Despite the continued reliance on the binary identity formation that remains 
inseparable from the concept of race, minority literature may attempt to turn the national 
narratives away from excluding and repressive binary identity positions and towards open 
narratives organised around inclusive (non-racist) identity positions and non-binary alliances to 
other minority groups. 
 Jin’s A Free Life features both stereotyping practices, observations on the race 
hierarchy, and elements that can be related to the strategic and anti-essentialism discussion of 
whether racially constituted minority identities are a viable resource for social change, for 
instance in the specific Asian American community version. This section discusses A Free Life 
problematises racial categories. I focus on how racial categories are brought into play and 
partially disarmed, and how both racially and nationally based communities are criticised for 
being subject to materialistic corruption while Jin’s novel attempts to transcend racial 
categories. 
A Free Life calls attention to how concepts such as race and nationality matter in the 
national context of American identity discourses, and by doing so the novel engages in a partial 
deconstruction of these categories. A good example of this is Nan’s unfamiliarity with 
American racial categories at the onset of the novel. Discussing race with a black co-worker 
from Canada called Tim, Nan asks: 
“Is a Chinese also cahlored?” [sic] Nan had seen some job ads that encouraged “people of 
color” to apply, but he wasn’t sure if he was considered colored. How odd the term was. 
Wasn’t white also a color? Why were whites viewed as colorless? Logically speaking, 
everybody should be “colored” (65) 
Nan’s unfamiliarity with racial categories both highlights the constructed nature of racial 
categories and calls attention to the privilege associated with being racially unmarked. We may 
assume that the reason behind Nan’s lack of understanding of racial categories is that he belongs 
to the Han majority in China, and is used to enjoy the privileges of an unmarked racial position. 
However, Tim, who is from Canada, also has trouble placing Nan in the U.S. racial hierarchy 
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and simply states that he is not “positive” about whether Nan is considered coloured or not. 
Though Nan is unfamiliar with racial categories, their importance on the job marked are quickly 
asserted: 
Ads for government jobs and teaching positions almost always urged “people of color” to 
apply, and he wondered if he should try for one. He’d be happy to work as a fireman or 
postman. […] On the other hand, Tim might be right – Nan had never seen a black 
postman or fireman in Woodland. (ibid.)  
Clearly entering into the American national space means entering a world where race matters in 
a different way than Nan is used to, and, as I will show, this is also expressed in the stereotypes 
the Wus encounter. 
Exposing and Countering Stereotypes 
Stereotypes are part of the process that creates the racial hierarchy of the U.S. and appear 
frequently in A Free Life, where they have implications for the characters’ self-identification 
and the social spaces they are able to inhabit. By calling attention to these stereotypes, the novel 
is able to undermine them, both by showcasing specific discursive strategies, and by narrating 
situations where the characters are positioned outside the framework designated by the 
stereotype. By doing this the novel steps outside the binary relationships associated with the 
exoticising practices that for instance Amy Tan has been criticised for perpetuating (Wong 
1995).  
Among the stereotypes that the Wus’ ethnicity exposes them to is the demasculinisation 
of Asian men and the sexualisation of Asian women. Pingping learns of the sexualisation she is 
subjected to by some American men at a dinner party hosted by a white middle-class couple, 
Dave and Janet Mitchell, whom the Wus befriend after they take over the Chinese restaurant in 
Atlanta. At the party Pingping addresses one of the white male dinner guests with a “how are 
you”, only to find that her conversation has an unexpected effect. Jin at first leaves the decoding 
to the reader: 
The man raised his eyes, and his face suddenly tightened, his pupils shifting. He seemed 
flustered and didn’t know how to respond. As Pingping wondered about what to say, a 
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raccoon-faced woman came over with two glasses of red wine. She glared at the man, 
then asked Pingping sharply, “Can I help you?” (396) 
The bewildered and insulted Pingping talks to the hostess of the party, her friend Janet, who 
tells her that the racoon-faced woman has lost a boyfriend to a Japanese girl some years before. 
Janet then explains the term ‘yellow fever’ to her: It “means that a lot men are crazy about 
Asian women” (398). The revelation of her sexualization leaves Pingping incredulous. It does 
not seem to have any adverse effect on her, but her incredulity disarms the stereotype by 
questioning its credibility. 
 On Nan’s side, however, the relatively harmless episode at the party is matched by 
different sexual encounters that both threaten his self-image and his bodily integrity. Before 
Pingping arrives and before the onset of the novel, Nan is studying on his own in the U.S. 
During this time he meets a couple that consists of a black man and a white woman, called 
Maurice and Heather. Maurice’s family is from Sudan, and his black masculine attractiveness is 
underscored by the fact that he has “many girlfriends, both white and black” (86). During one of 
Heather’s visits, however, the couple fall out, and Maurice refuses to talk to her. Nan lets 
Heather stay with him, and at one point they spend the night together on her initiative (87). At 
first Nan feels the intercourse confirms his manhood, “He was glad he still could have sex with 
a woman like a normal man” (88). However, as Clara Juncker remarks, Heather proceeds to 
write Nan a “‘Dear John’ letter, conveying that she feels as if she forced him to ‘commit 
fornication’, thus depriving him of initiative and agency” (2010, 222). Nan is “baffled” by the 
letter calling him a “sweet man” (89), an expression that subverts the feeling of masculinity he 
derived from the intercourse. Similarly, a different encounter highlights how a spill-over from 
the sexualisation of Asian women to the sexual feminisation of Asian men leads to a situation 
that both threatens him mentally and physically. While working as a night watchman Nan goes 
foraging for food in a local supermarket during a late shift. Here he is accosted by a couple who 
invites him to come have “fun” with “purty girls [sic]” (31-32). The encounter ends with Nan 
fleeing the couple who follows him to the factory building he is guarding. As Nan escapes 
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inside they damage his car and steal his flashlight, before he manages to get rid of them by 
claiming he is armed. 
Nan is rattled by the encounter, but when he recounts the episode to Pingping, she 
giggles and calms him. To her, the couple’s apparent attraction to Nan confirms his desirability 
as man (34), and she thus counters the demasculinisation by re-contextualising the incident as a 
positive sign of Nan’s masculinity. The novel takes this re-contextualisation of Nan’s sexuality 
one step further, however, and also supplies a situation where an attractive Hispanic woman 
called Maria attempts to seduce Nan while he is working as a security guard. Asking him to 
change a light bulb, she gets him to climb a chair, and this exposes him to her advances: “She 
hugged his claves from behind and pressed her nose between them. ‘Hmm, you smell good. 
You have strong legs” (84). Maria’s attempt at seduction serves to establish Nan’s desirability 
as a man outside the context of his marriage to Pingping, countering the demasculinisation he is 
met with elsewhere. The incidents that Nan are subjected to occur at the beginning of the novel, 
and they underline his unfamiliarity with the racialised American space and the consequences 
the newfound racialisation has for him as a person. 
The strategies that the Wus employ in the face of the stereotyping practices they are met 
with in the U.S. both include an appropriation of racial qualities, which they deflect by 
incorporating them as positive identity markers, and a deconstruction performed through their 
bafflement – resulting in disregard for stereotypes that they have no use for. Coupled with 
occurrences that fall outside the stereotypical framework, such as the incident with Maria, this 
shows the novel’s deconstruction of stereotypical categories and how it provides counters to 
stereotyping practices. However, though the novel resists and re-contextualises stereotyping 
practices on the individual level, the racial situation itself and the racial hierarchy produced 
through these stereotyping acts are not countered. 
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The Racial Hierarchy and the Model Minority 
A Free Life counters stereotypical practices and displays an awareness of the racial hierarchy, 
but this hierarchy is not countered, as we might expect from the scholarship on the matter (Kim 
2004; Partridge 2007), through the construction of a minority identity and alliances to other 
minority communities. Instead, the novel highlights properties associated with the Wus, for 
instance their hard work, which is connected to the model minority stereotype, and associates 
both this stereotype and the racial hierarchy with one of the novel’s primary themes, the critique 
of American materialism.  
In the beginning of the novel the Wus live in the New England home of a rich white 
family called the Masefields. Here they reproduce a very traditional set of gender roles with 
Pingping keeping house, and Nan working outside the home and performing repairs in the house 
as the need arises. The Wus’ service oriented relationship to the Masefields positions them very 
close to the wealthy white America, which they hope to become part of, and at the same time 
highlights their distance from it. The composition of the staff in the Masefield house also 
furnishes us with a rudimentary inventory of the American racial hierarchy. Beyond the Chinese 
Wus, whom Heidi Masefield lets use “the two bedrooms in the attic” (14), the staff outlay is 
this: 
Two black women, Pat and her daughter Jessica, would come once a week to vacuum the 
floors and clean all the bathrooms except the one in the attic apartment – the mother did 
most of the work while the daughter, almost twenty, sat around reading. There was also 
Tom, a firefighter who worked the night shift at the Woodland Fire Station. He came 
regularly to mow the lawn and prune the flowers and bushes. (15) 
As we later learn that there are no coloured firefighters in Woodland it makes sense to assume 
that Tom is white middle-class to Heidi Masefield’s white upper-class. The physical closeness 
of the Wus to the Masefields, with the Wus actually living in the house, sets them apart from the 
black cleaning staff, while the racially unmarked Tom holds a respectable and superior middle-
class position furnished by his job as a firefighter. 
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The cross-section of the racial hierarchy provided by the Masefield household is also 
invoked when the Wus travel from New England to Georgia to buy the Gold Wok, a Chinese 
restaurant. Here they first settle in a predominantly black and Latin American neighbourhood, 
and their position in the racial hierarchy is immediately established by the “black and Mexican” 
boys who see them arriving: 
“Dey ain’t Japs,” said a boy with a chipped tooth. 
“How d’you know?” asked another. 
“Dis ain’t fancy car.”’ 
“Is Ame’can car. Yuh know what I’m sayin’?” a heavyset boy in short pants said and kicked 
the rear wheel of the car, its Ford logo missing. 
“Yeah. Them Japs don’ wanna live here.” 
“Must be Chinese den.” (183) 
In contrast to Nan’s lack of racial awareness, the boys exhibit a cultural competence and 
attention to race that comes with being at the bottom of the racial hierarchy. As opposed to Tim 
the coloured Canadian, the boys not only position the Wus in relation to their own racial 
background, but also in accordance with subdivisions within the ‘Asian’ category of the racial 
hierarchy, and this shows how the hierarchy orders identity even within racial categories. The 
distance between the boys and the Wus is highlighted by the fact that the boys do not approach 
Taotao and Pingping. Instead the people that the family speaks to next are the Taiwanese 
American sellers of the Gold Wok and Mr. Shang, the Chinese American lawyer responsible for 
the paperwork connected with the transaction. 
As these examples show, the Wus inhabit a racially segregated space, located between 
the Mexicans and blacks at the bottom of the hierarchy, and white America, as represented by 
the Mitchells and Masefields. As opposed to the black and Mexican communities, the Wus have 
access to the material version of the American dream through their status as part of the ‘model 
minority’. This link between American dream and Chinatown is established for instance in Mr. 
Shang’s exclamation when he finalises the Wus’ purchase of the Gold Wok from the Wangs: 
“Congratulations!” said Mr. Shang, a spindly man wearing gold-rimmed glasses. “This is 
your first step toward becoming a millionaire,” he said to Nan, scratching his fat ear. He 
leaned back in his large chair and laughed gratingly, his half-gray mustache waggling. (188) 
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Shang, of course, congratulates the buyer in English, positioning the purchase as an entrance 
into the American national space, both through his words and his choice of language. Even the 
description of Shang, from his “fat ear” to the size of his chair and the rim of his glasses, 
associates him with material wealth and makes him an embodiment of the materialistic 
American dream. And as opposed to the black and Mexican people living in the projects in 
Atlanta, Georgia, the Wus are eventually able to move out of the neighbourhood and, through 
hard work, acquire their own house. This exemplifies the Wus’ status as hardworking and 
socially mobile Asian model minority members, and shows the subdivision of this category into 
wealthy Japanese and struggling Chinese immigrants. Furthermore, the Wus’ interaction with 
the separate and comparatively well-to-do Chinatown positions them in a racial sociality that is 
clearly separate from and in competition with other racially marked minority socialities. 
This position of the new arrivals in the U.S. as people who may (Asians) or may not 
(blacks, Mexicans) aspire to wealth can be contrasted to the status of the European Americans, 
in particular the Masefield family, whose wealth is tied up with white foundation myths. The 
novel’s interaction with these racially slanted narratives is especially interesting, as Jin also 
narrates how the narratives are trespassed on and appropriated by the Wus. In this context 
Kobayashi provides two useful examples, “the Pilgrim Fathers landing on Plymouth Rock off 
the Mayflower or the frontiersmen exploring the ‘Virgin Land’” (2002, 63). The initial 
description of the Masefield house contains lilac bushes, a maple, a tire swing, and is described 
as “antique colonial” (14), invoking the family’s connection to the land and nation through the 
trees, the U.S. origin as English colonies and the New England flora made iconic by poets, such 
as Walt Whitman in his Leaves of Grass elegy on the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, “When 
Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd” (Whitman 1865-66, 1286). This house also provides the 
context of a conversation between Nan and his immigrant student Chinese counterpart Danning 
in the beginning of the novel, where the New England wealth becomes the standard against 
which Danning measures his own immigrant aspirations. Upon having explored the Masefield 
house, Danning remarks: “We all work so hard, but how could we ever get as rich as this 
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family?”, to which Nan replies, “Heidi owns half a bank and an insurance company. Old New 
England money. We shouldn’t measure ourselves against her.” (41, the italics indicate 
Mandarin). Though this shows the modest starting point for Nan’s American aspirations, which 
at this point are limited to making a living for himself and his family, these aspirations change 
and develop with the prospect of buying a restaurant in Georgia. Before the move, the Wus 
consider the Georgia that is described in terms of hostile white natives (symbolised as an active 
Ku Klux Klan, 166), a factor which is weighed against the promising testimonials from Chinese 
immigrants in the South – a woman in Louisiana boasts that her family has “sixty-four oaks and 
maples in their backyard” (ibid.). As the family sets out on the drive to Georgia, the language of 
the novel gains a descriptive quality:  
After he drove a dozen miles or so west, the Hudson River emerged, immense, serene, 
and as breathtaking as the ocean. […] Many white houses on the western shore were 
drenched in the sunlight and nestled in the woods on the hills along the water, against 
which herons and gulls were sailing and bobbing. (179) 
On the road the Wus are clearly blazing new trail and exploring Virgin Land. The move to the 
South itself becomes a re-enactment of the American westward expansion, and the houses 
integration into the landscape promises a connection with the land itself. This idealised 
immigration story culminates in the acquisition of the promised wealth when the Wus manage 
to buy a house in Georgia, which not only has trees, but also a pond in the backyard – making a 
connection between the Wus, the land, and an iconic transcendentalist, Henry David Thoreau. 
The point is that the acquisition of this wealth also comes to denote the extent of the Wus’ 
inclusion into the American nation. As model minority members, making money and achieving 
middle class status is all the Wus can expect in the U.S. A function of the model minority 
material inclusion is that it implies cultural exclusion, and this can be exemplified with the 
Wus’ status as model minority Asian immigrants as it is extolled by Heidi Masefield. This 
happens as Heidi pays a visit to the Gold Wok after Nan finally has decided to embark on his 
poetry project: 
Heidi was amazed by the Wus’ home, not only by the brick ranch but especially by the lake 
and the immense trees in the backyard. She turned to Pingping. “Now tell me again, how 
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many years have you been in the United States?” 
“Nan is here nine year [sic], me seven and half years.” 
“Wow, in less than a decade you already have your own business, a house, and two cars. 
I’m happy for you, to see you doing so well.” 
“We just try to manage. Still have mortgage to pay.” 
“Is it a big one?” 
“Not really, about forty thousand dollars left.” 
“Amazing. This can only happen in America. I’m very moved by the fact that you and Nan 
have actualized your American dream so quickly. I’m proud of this country.” (390) 
This quote is a good example of how the race relation theme intersects with the American 
Bildung of the immigrant novel. Impressed with the Wus’ connection to America, their 
newfound rootedness, symbolised by the trees that rival those around Heidi’s own house, she 
apparently feels a need to invoke the materialistic version of the American dream, which at this 
point no longer is in accordance with Nan’s. At the same time, she attributes their success, not 
only to their hard work and sacrifice, but also to the nation, which she then aligns herself with 
through pride. At the end of this discursive positioning, the Wus’ success no longer belongs to 
themselves, but to the nation, while the description of their dream as fulfilled by the material 
wealth represented by back yard garden and the two cars implies that they need not go further 
and aim for the cultural inclusion that Nan’s English poetry ambitions entail. 
A Free Life showcases instances where the racial hierarchy manifests itself and 
exemplifies its adverse effects on racially delimited communities. Here it focuses in particular 
on the Asian model minority, and this at the same time means leaving other racial communities 
behind. As such, the novel does not follow the strategies suggested by the Asian American 
scholarship. It does exposes the hierarchy, but it does not engage in counter-manoeuvres such as 
cross minority alliances. It does, however, connect the place that the model minority designates 
for Asian Americans in the racial hierarchy with the American materialism that the novel moves 
on to criticise on the Künstlerroman level of the plot. 
Asian American Community 
Where Nan’s unfamiliarity with American racial categories subverts the naturalisation of 
community based on race, and as the model minority status of Chinese Americans is established 
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as associated with the materialism that provides the novel’s primary critical engagement with 
the nation, the idea of a pan-Asian American community holds little sway in A Free Life. 
Aside from their common affiliation to the material version of the American dream, the 
novel exposes the idea of an ‘Asian’ community as an American construct by showing the 
internal subdivisions of the Chinese American community as well as the divisions between 
other Asian nationalities. During Nan’s job hunt in New York, he has trouble finding work 
because he does not speak Cantonese, the primary language of the Chinatown (107). This 
simple linguistic division of the Chinese community into Cantonese and Mandarin is expanded 
with the more problematic relationship between the Chinese diaspora members who identify 
with the Chinese nation and the Chinese immigrants who aspire to become Americans. 
One of the primary figures in the Chinese diaspora community is Mei Hong, who is 
introduced on page 232, where she shows up at the Wus’ house to ask for a donation for flood 
victims in China. Her invocation of nationalism immediately hits a nerve. To her, “Think about 
what you can do for your country”, Nan replies: “you shouldn’t parrot that JFK crap here. 
Every citizen has a right to ask what my country can do for me”. Pingping diffuses the situation, 
but Mei Hong continues to ask for contributions on other occasions. At one point the Olympic 
Games are being held in the States, and she buys soup from Nan’s restaurant for the 
participating Chinese athletes. Mei looses the pot for the soup, however, and her failure to 
return the pot to Nan gives him a concrete instance of a Chinese nationalist not living up to the 
obligations that she owes a person whom she herself casts as a loyalty-owing national. (479-
480). This Nan uses to back up his demand for reciprocity in national sentiment during a 
community meeting, which is being held to discuss the book China Can Say No. At the meeting 
Mei Hong uses the suffix ‘-ese’, as in ‘Chinese’ or ‘Vietnamese’, to argue that the English 
language discriminates against people from the Asian continent. By doing this, Mei taps into the 
binary definition of America and China as competing powers, and positions the Chinese 
American space outside and as a counterpoint to the American national space. In response Nan 
states that “China is our native land, while America is the land of our children” (495), arguing 
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for inclusion, and Mei Hong tells him that he is going off topic. The incensed Nan fends her off 
with an outburst about his lost pot, showing very clearly the kind of reciprocity in national 
sentiment he expects from his country, and which she, as a self-defined representative of 
Chinese nationalism, has failed to live up to. The meeting, which both has attendants from the 
diaspora community and people who, like Nan, are aiming for an American citizenship, breaks 
down and becomes a shouting match between these different positions: 
“We don’t want to listen to you.” 
“Yes, get out of here!” 
“Let him finish.” 
“Achoo!” (495) 
As the audience grows less coherent, Nan manages to continue his discussion with Mei Hong, 
who accuses him of being a traitor to his Chinese identity because of his ambition to write in 
English. Nan replies by distancing himself to any kind of social inclusion:  
“To write in English is my personal choice. Unlike you I prefer to be a real individual.” 
“Yeah, to be a lone wolf,” scoffed Mei Hong 
“Exactly!” 
That somehow gagged her, and some people giggled. Nan said to the audience, “All I’m 
saying is that we ought to be decent human beings first, to be fair and upright to others 
and ourselves.” (496) 
Nan’s solution to the binary relationship established between America and China is to set 
himself apart from community in general. At the same time, however, his challenge to the 
community rests on a critique of the individual members that clearly connects him to the artist-
protagonist of the Künstlerroman: “Their ilk had the herd mentality that assumed the fulfilment 
of one’s selfhood depended on the rise and growth of a tribe” (497). Though it is Künstlerroman 
oriented in its individualism this critique none the less gains a social aspect. To Nan, the issues 
with the sociality represented by the diaspora community arise from a defect in interpersonal 
relationships, and it is this he argues should be mended when he urges the audience to be “fair” 
to each other. 
The critique of Chinese nationalism leaves little space for a pan-Asian identity, and the 
viability of a positive use of a racial community is subverted further at two other occasions. One 
of the only people in the novel to think in terms of the ‘Asian’ label is the Wus’ white 
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neighbour, Alan. As one of the houses next to the Wus’ is being auctioned off, Nan and Alan 
discuss the sale. Nan remarks that his friend Shubo may be interested in buying the house, and 
upon hearing this, Alan states that they are “not welcome” because “there’re too many Chinese 
in this neighbourhood already”. It is then Nan who invokes the category of ‘Asian’, as he has 
“noticed two young Asian couples” in the area, but knows them not to be Chinese (411). Alan’s 
racism makes Shubo all the more adamant to make a bid for the house, but at the impersonal 
auction the other brokers, who look “tired of the whole thing” (412), more than double the 
amount Shubo is prepared to pay. This causes him to say that “Without money you can’t fight 
racism in America” (413), and this shows how American materialism, and not racism, is the 
culprit behind the friends’ failure to counter the neighbour’s racism. 
This emphasis on criticising materialism more than racial categorisation is also 
underlined when the Wus sell their restaurant to Niyan and Shubo at the end of the novel. 
Pingping suffers a back-injury lifting heavy crates alone, and the Wus decide to sell the 
restaurant. Shubo and Niyan are willing buyers, and at first Niyan promises that Pingping can 
find employment at the restaurant when she gets better. However, Shubo finally opposes this 
when Pingping makes the request (614), even though he realises that he betrays Nan and 
Pingping’s trust: 
Shubo breathed a sigh and said no more, believing he was right. In this place one had to 
take care of oneself. Friendship was largely based on mutual usefulness – only personal 
interests could bind people together. (615) 
The sudden sale of the restaurant ends up spoiling the friendship between the two Chinese 
couples, and this is in accordance with one of the elements that Cowart identifies as prevalent in 
many immigrant novels: the exploitation of immigrants by other immigrants (2006, 7). The 
betrayal underscores the fickle nature of racial community in the novel, while working in 
accordance with its principal critique of materialism. 
 A Free Life’s deconstruction and counter of racial stereotypes, along with its attention to 
the model minority status of Asian Americans, are then coupled with a critique of Asian 
American community affiliation as susceptible to materialist corruption (and uncritical 
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nationalism in the case of the Chinese diaspora community). This is in line with the novel’s 
Künstlerroman critique of American materialistic sociality, and this connection means that the 
resolution of the duality between A Free Life’s Bildungsroman inspired inclusion of the 
individual into the nation and the Künstlerroman plot structure of setting the artist apart from 
society relates intimately to the novel’s stance on race. As the novel deconstructs the American 
notion of race itself, it cannot see racial community as an alternative to national inclusion, nor 
can it counter the racial hierarchy through minority community coalitions. Boelhower’s 
walkthrough of the immigrant novel properties might lead us to expect that the novel would 
limit itself to a realignment with the homeland or a deconstructive critique of America. Instead 
however, it employs its supposedly anti-social Künstlerroman elements constructively to 
propose an alternative to the negative materialist American sociality. In the end the novel 
assumes the anti-essentialist stance on the race category and, as I will show, seeks other avenues 
of inclusion through the narrative appropriation of the nation associated with Nan’s poetry 
project. 
Aligning Existential and Racial Inclusion in A Free Life 
I now proceed to examine how Nan’s constructive and inclusive poetry project works on both 
universal and America-specific levels to position a pan-human, cross-cultural, and trans-racial 
foundation for an inclusion of the immigrant into the nation that is unhampered by the confining 
ideological practice of materialism. In this section, I focus on how the novel forges a connection 
to the narrative space of the American nation by showing how language gestures and language 
choice align with Nan’s inclusive aesthetic poetry project. This project draws on inter-textual 
references to the American literary canon and aligns itself with the transcendentalist connection 
to the American landscape hinted at above. 
Where Taotao’s mastery of English is natural, Nan must struggle, and the connection 
between his writing in English and settling in the U.S. is highlighted by the fact that his 
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dialogue is the only one marked by phonetic mistakes. Though other Chinese characters make 
idiomatic mistakes when they speak English, Nan’s dialogue also contains a range of 
problematic phonetic substitutions, for instance “z” for “th” (two examples are on pages 224 
and 485). This substitution signals how Nan is aware of his own phonetic difficulties and 
indicates the connection between protagonist and narrator. Nan’s work with his English is 
constant and with him from the beginning to the end of the novel, and it is symbolised by the 
dictionaries he always carry (for instance on page 192). Nan’s hard work is made necessary by 
his poetry, as he ultimately decides to write this, not in Mandarin, but in English. His language 
thus needs to conform to a higher standard than that of other migrants, as he is determined to 
produce literature that is worthy of becoming part of the American canon. This connection 
between language learning and the ability to write is metaphorically invoked at the end of the 
novel, where the Collins Cobuild Dictionary sits besides Nan with a volume of poetry on top, 
just after he has completed the poem to his wife that finally shifts his poetic focus from Beina to 
Pingping (620). 
Poetic Alignment 
Nan’s poetry project is sharpened and focused by his exposure and comparison to others artists 
in the novel, for instance his friend Danning. Danning goes back to China where he settles and 
starts writing for the Chinese market. Here, however, he sacrifices the critical edge that would 
sharpen his writing by conforming to the demands of American immigrant exotica that 
characterises mainland Chinese literary tastes, as well as to the censorship of the Chinese 
authorities. Having read Danning’s work in a Chinese literary magazine, Nan muses on the 
flaws that he finds with it, and on how they contrast his own poetry ambitions: 
Danning, despite his fame as the leading figure in overseas student literature, pandered 
too much to the Chinese readers’ taste and depended too heavily on exotic details and on 
nationalistic sentiment to make his stories work. That in effect made his fiction simplistic, 
glib, and even clunky in places. [...] If he went on to write, he’d emphasize similarity 
instead of difference. He imagined a kind of poetry that could speak directly to readers’ 
hearts regardless of their cultural and ethnic backgrounds. Above all, his work should 
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possess more strength than beauty, which he believed often belied truth. He wanted to 
produce literature, or else he ought never to bother about writing at all. (473) 
This walkthrough of Nan’s, and by extension Jin’s, artistic project encapsulates many of the 
quality criteria of the Asian American scholarly literature. The focuses on avoiding exoticism 
and on respecting the integrity of the individual are represented – the latter in the critique of 
nationalistic sentiment – and so is the focus on speaking across racial barriers. Furthermore, the 
emphasis on “more strength than beauty” is mirrored by the straight forward prose style of A 
Free Life itself. The novel employs what Bharati Mukherjee describes as Jin’s “simple, 
serviceable English prose” (2011, 683), a prose style which is characterised by relatively short 
sentences, limited chronological shifts, and a straight forward third person narrative voice with 
Nan as the main protagonist. This unembellished style connects Nan’s poetry project’s focus on 
literary strength with the language Jin employs in the novel itself, and this provides a meta-
textual level that is important for understanding the ending of the novel where Nan dedicates 
himself to writing poetry.  
This meta-textual focus is found in particular in the epilogue, which both contains a 
selection of Nan’s poetry and a poetry journal that contains further thoughts on his aesthetics 
and chronicles the resistance that Nan’s poetic efforts are met with. Unlike the Chinese diaspora 
community the gatekeepers of the American literary canon are able to obstruct Nan’s efforts to 
become published. This happens in the epilogue-section entitled “Extracts from Nan Wus’ 
Poetry Journal” where Nan receives a response to his poetry efforts from an editor who tells him 
not to waste his time and that, though he may be able “to write prose in English eventually”, she 
finds that to him “poetry is impossible”:  
Do something you can do. For instance, write a memoir about the Cultural Revolution, 
which I’m sure would be marketable. Or write some personal essays. In brief, the way you 
use the language is too clumsy. For a native speaker like myself, it almost amounts to an 
insult. (626) 
The focus on prose over poetry and the suggested topic of the Cultural Revolution perform the 
dual functions of diminishing Nan’s language competence and denying him entry into the 
American cultural scene. As a writer of prose on a Chinese historical topic, rather than as an 
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immigrant poet attempting to become part of the American literary canon on equal terms with 
American born poets, Nan would be exoticised and safely contained in the model minority 
sphere allotted to him. Thus his poetry project, and by extension Jin’s novel, entails a bid for 
transcending the racially defined boundaries and achieving actual cultural inclusion in the 
American national space. The distinction between prose and poetry is mentioned again and 
made a primary reason of the editor’s second attempt to dissuade Nan from writing poetry. This 
time the editor returns more poems with these words: 
The reason I have advised you to write prose is that the main function of prose is to tell a 
story. But poets should have a different kind of ambition, i.e., to enter into the language 
they use. Can you imagine your work becoming part of our language? (628) 
The pronouns here portray the binary split of “you” from the “our” that has a legitimate claim 
on the language, and they bind these split categories to the telling of stories as opposed to 
claiming membership of the linguistic and national community. In his poetry journal Nan 
counters this. He labels the editor’s question “xenophobic” and states that it “ignores the fact 
that the vitality of English” partly has “resulted from its ability to assimilate all kinds of alien 
energies” (ibid.). Nan’s poetry project here makes the immigrant’s very trespass on the national 
and cultural boundaries of the nation a mark of inclusion, and this emphasises the social 
orientation of the novel’s Künstlerroman element. Jin’s project is not to establish an Asian or 
Chinese American identity, but to forge an actual cultural inclusion into the American national 
space. Nan’s defense of the immigrant’s entry into the English language positions the pursuit of 
a new life in a new land as the emblem of American inclusion, and this reflects the connection 
between immigration and the American dream that Cowart describes on the very first page of 
his monograph on immigrant literature, Trailing Clouds:  
The first writing Americans, after all, were themselves immigrants. In our earliest written 
literature the new world became what various sets of European eyes and various 
European pens said it was. Many of those enshrined in the opening pages of American 
school anthologies […] were not born on these shores. (2006, 1) 
The novel’s project performs the discursive act of making the immigration experience the 
common denominator between immigrant subjects and European Americans, and this makes the 
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act of transgressing on the national boundaries itself a discursive marker of inclusion and 
provides an alternative to the racist subdivisions of the internal American narrative space.  
Meta-textual Alignment 
On the meta-textual level the publication of A Free Life and the success of Ha Jin’s immigrant 
authorship in general
1
 counters the editors attempt to exclude Nan from the literary canon. 
Nan’s revolt against the excluding language policies of the literary critics mirrors Jin’s (and 
other immigrant authors’) refusal of being lumped in a genre or ethnically defined subgroup. As 
Cowart notes about immigrant authors: “Insofar as these [immigrant] authors chiefly interest 
themselves in their craft, they bristle, in interviews, at attempts to put them in a political box, 
which they rightly fear as a kind of artistic ghetto” (2006, 207). This is also true of Jin, who, 
when asked about whether he would like to “cash in on the current craze for flashy novels that 
try to explain Asian cultures to the West”, replies that if he wrote too much about difference, his 
writing would have “less depth”, arguing that he instead is more interested in universals 
(Rennicks quoted in Xiaojing 2006, 274). As the published and award winning author of the 
novel itself, Jin has actually completed the bid for cultural inclusion that remains to Nan at the 
end of the novel. This, however, raises the issue of Asian American literature as ghettoised 
(explored for instance by Partridge in his monograph Beyond Literary Chinatown, 2007). If Jin 
is primarily accepted into the American canon as an Asian immigrant author, this at the same 
time positions him on the fringe of the American mainstream. Jin attempts to avoid this 
ghettoization by refusing to speak for Asian America and, in the novel, by criticising the 
excluding properties of the model minority stereotype. As an extension of this effort A Free Life 
also aligns itself with the mainstream by forging connections to other parts of the American and 
Western literary canon, and  this forms the novel’s inter-textual engagement, which I examine in 
further detail in the next section. 
                                                     
1
 One National Book Award in 1999 and two PEN/Faulkner Awards in 2000 and again in 2005, according 
to his staff profile on the Boston University homepage. (“Ha Jin”) 
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Inter-textual Alignment 
The inter-textuality that guides Nan’s poetry project performs the cultural integration of the 
immigrant into the nation. This happens on the symbolic level in A Free Life’s appropriation of 
non-inclusive founding narratives, such as the re-enactments of arrival and exploration, but it 
also occurs through an explicit inter-textual alignment that rests in Nan’s discussions of the 
authors that inspire him. This inter-textual alignment forms a bricolage of intersecting voices 
that forms connections to authors such as William Faulkner (604), and Boris Pasternak, whose 
Doctor Zhivago is hinted to have inspired the inclusion of poetry at the end of A Free Life. We 
are told that Nan “pondered over the poems at the back of [Doctor Zhivago] and couldn’t see 
how they were related to the content of the prose” (517). This inter-textual alignment again 
highlights the importance of paying attention to the meta-textual elements of A Free Life, as it 
bridges the gap between Nan’s poetry and Jin’s novel. The poems at the back of A Free Life 
relate directly to the plot of the novel, and thus functions as an extension of the novel’s work 
with narrative inclusion, which also includes the appropriation of American foundation myths. 
The range of authors that Nan mentions during the novel chronicles his American 
Bildung. At the beginning of the novel, we get a list of Nan’s favourite authors, “He loved Frost, 
Auden, Whitman, Li Po, and Tu Fu”, intermingling Anglo-American modernists and 
transcendentalist with ancient Chinese poets. At the same time, however, we are also told that 
“sometimes he couldn’t fully understand the poetry in English” (18), which shows that Nan’s 
cultural and poetic competences are still developing. Throughout the novel Nan experiences 
moments where he is inspired by poetry and develops his artistic project, for instance when he 
attends a meditation session with his poet friend Dick Harrison, and ponders how he can begin 
writing poetry in English: 
Yes, he must have the spirit of the wild grass. However thick and impenetrable the wall 
before him, he must grow beneath it and even on it, like the invincible grass with blades 
that eventually would dislodge the rocks. This was the American spirit Whitman eulogized, 
wasn't it? Yes, definitely. He must figure out his own way of making poetry, and- (409) 
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Here Nan’s meditation is interrupted, but not before it establishes a lucid connection to 
Whitman, and, with him, to the American transcendentalists. Simultaneously the passage shows 
Nan make the choice to overcome adversity and write in English, and as such it forms part of a 
chain of inspired decisions that show how Nan first decides to write poetry, then to write it in 
English, before he finally begins to focus on producing poems on the last pages of the novel. 
Hofmann references Schulz to point out how Whitman can be seen as “an important link 
between the Transcendentalists and Modernists” (2010, 209). The mention of the iconic 
Whitman fuses with the image of grass overcoming adversity and grounds Nan in the American 
landscape itself and in the transcendentalist focus on communion with the natural world framed 
by the American continent. The political dimension of this transcendentalist connection between 
nature and poet can be exemplified with a line from Ralph Waldo Emerson’s “Nature”: “The 
sky is less grand as it shuts down over less worth in the population” (1836, 694), and the inter-
textual connections that Jin forge with the transcendentalist part of the American literary canon 
serve to underscore the social aspect of the Künstlerroman elements of the novel, even as it 
emphasises the connection established between novel and canon. 
Another transcendentalist, Emerson himself, the “‘father’ of American literature” (Carr 
2004, 689), is mentioned by Nan two times in the novel. The first time is in the beginning of the 
novel where an Emerson quotation, “Hitch your wagon to a star” is coupled with the immigrant 
project of making a descent living in America through Nan’s subsequent promise to Pingping: 
“I’ll make certain Taotao will live a life better than ours” (55). The second time is at the end, 
where the same quotation acquires a new meaning in relation to Nan’s final undertaking of his 
English speaking poetry project: 
This must be the true meaning of Emerson’s dictum “Hitch your wagon to a star.” To be a 
free individual, he had to go his own way, had to endure loneliness and isolation, and had 
to give up the illusion of success in order to accept his diminished state as a new 
immigrant and as a learner of this alphabet. More than that, he had to take the risk of 
wasting his life without getting anywhere and becoming a joke in others’ eyes. Finally, he 
had to be brave enough to devote himself not to making money but to writing poetry, 
willing to face failure. (618-619) 
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The inter-textual connections become fused with Nan’s poetry project, and it is in his shifting 
interpretations of the Emerson quote that we see how he grows from self-effacing immigrant, 
and into a self-reliant American poet who insists on the cultural inclusion. Nan’s poetry project 
is pursued both in spite of the Chinese diaspora community, which sees it as a form of cultural 
betrayal, and in spite of Nan’s model minority status that would confine his existence in the 
U.S. to the material version of the American dream. Nan, however, aims for cultural inclusion, 
and the poetry journal epilogue to the novel highlights how this is met with a resistance, which 
the novel attempts to overcome by aligning itself with the American canon and by invoking its 
own metanarrative situation.  
There is, however, yet more to be said for the Künstlerroman project of A Free Life and 
its attempt to transcend the excluding duality between the materialist American dream and 
model minority stereotype. In order for this transcendence to be a viable alternative to the 
corrupting influence of materialism, it needs to develop an inclusive alternative to racially 
defined identities, and the novel does this by highlighting the existential aspects of Nan’s 
development and the general narrative inclusivity of his poetry project. 
Inclusive Existentiality in A Free Life 
This section considers how the novel reconciles its individualism with sociality through its 
incorporation of existentialism. This aspect of the novel is both embedded in the structural 
outlay of the novel, which switches between everyday humdrum and meaning laden moments, 
and in the naming of the novel itself, as well as of Nan, its main protagonist. 
Partly Nan’s name is subject to racially slanted misunderstandings, as when Nan asks 
the poet Edward Neary, whom he has met at a previous occasion in the company of a small 
group of poets, to review his poetry. As Neary writes back to Nan saying his poems need “some 
tightening” (457) and that he would like to meet, it becomes clear that Neary has confused Nan 
with an Asian girl who was also part of the group. Nan’s friend Dick Harrison explains that 
Nan’s “name must have suggested to [Neary] a female, like Nancy and Nanny and Nanette”. 
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Nan protests and defends his masculinity by explaining that his name means “martial man” in 
Chinese (458). Aside from shielding against this inadvertent demasculinisation – and more 
importantly – this connection between Nan and ‘man’ also suggests that Nan’s name can be tied 
to the word ‘man’ for ‘human’ with just the distinction of the initial alveolar nasal – a feature 
which also echoes the novel’s play on Beina/China. Nan becomes ‘man’, and this emphasis on 
the universality of his trials and challenges shows how the implications of his poetry project and 
‘free life’ reaches beyond his artistic seclusion. This unfortunately far from gender neutral 
connection between the human condition and the freedom that the title refers to can be seen in 
the opening and ending of the novel and in its narrative structure. 
Revisiting the opening of the novel, we can see how common human existential 
conditions are represented in the situation Nan faces in the new land. Here Nan’s precarious 
situation, with no job and a family to feed, alerts him to the conditions of his human existence 
as well as his existential freedom. As opposed to in China where “as long as he didn’t cause 
trouble for the authorities, his livelihood was secure”, Nan now finds himself in a different 
situation: 
Now he would have to earn a living by himself and also support his family. He was free, 
free to choose his own way and to make something of himself. But what were the choices 
available to him? Could he survive in this land? The feeling of uncertainty overwhelmed 
him. (17) 
Nan feels anguish at the uncertainty of his situation, and most of the plot of the rest of the novel 
can be interpreted as Nan fluctuating between different distractions and assuming responsibility 
for his existential situation, until he finally manages take responsibility for the pursuit of his 
poetry ambition and achieve agency at the very end. 
This combination of existential freedom and responsibility is a cornerstone of existential 
philosophy and is for instance discussed in detail in Jean-Paul Sartre’s Being and Nothingness. 
Discussing how being born into the world and choosing not to leave it makes us responsible for 
our life in the world, Sartre describes the troubling connection between absolute human freedom 
and absolute responsibility: 
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The one who realizes in anguish his [sic] condition as being thrown into a responsibility 
which extends to his very abandonment has no longer either remorse or regret or excuse; 
he […] is no longer anything but a freedom which perfectly reveals itself and whose being 
resides in this very revelation. But […] most of the time we flee anguish in bad faith (1977, 
556, emphasis in original) 
The “bad faith” of Nan’s material and marital distractions constitute the central obstacles to the 
inclusive poetic and narrative project that is highlighted in my actantial model analysis of the 
Künstlerroman aspects of the novel. Nan’s struggle is not portrayed as a single unbridled choice 
to leave material wealth behind and pursue loftier goals, but as a series of realisations, 
frustrations, and pledges, everywhere interrupted by the demands of everyday life. The need to 
write poetry is with Nan from the beginning, but from the moment he pledges to sacrifice 
himself for his family (28) it is continuously interrupted by other projects. When Dick Harrison 
turns up in Atlanta, the presence of his poet friend brings a renewed focus on Nan’s desire to 
write, but it only changes his life “somewhat” (264). Similarly, the first chapter of part six opens 
with the words “For another year Nan devoted himself to making money” (417), and ends with 
Nan berating himself: “He couldn’t help fulminating against himself mentally. ‘You’ve been 
living like a worm and exist only in the flesh. You are just a channel of food, a walking corpse” 
(419). At other points, as at the meditation class Nan attends with Dick, Nan awakens from his 
everyday humdrum and experiences meaningful moments. These moments are connected either 
to the poetry project, the experience of the American landscape, or to Nan’s family life as in the 
last half of part three of the novel, when it begins to snow in Georgia. This gives rise to a 
descriptive passage that settles into a depiction of Taotao and Pingping playing in the snow: 
The waterfowl were all out of view and nestled in the bushes on the other shore to keep 
warm. From time to time they let our lethargic cries. 
 Taotao, accustomed to being alone, didn’t join the other kids of the neighbourhood and 
instead played with his mother on their own lawn. […] Suddenly Pingping took a pratfall, 
having stepped on one of the terrazzo tiles set a yard apart to form a curved path toward 
the lakeside. Taotao broke out laughing and clapped his gloved hands while his mother 
picked herself up from the ice-crusted grass. Nan chuckled over his tea mug. (226-227) 
The waterfowl of the lake are the same that remind Nan of the material derailment of his poetry 
project, but this does not happen before the winter landscape thaws. In the meantime Nan finds 
a sense of peace in his family life, which, just like the poetry project, invokes a greater sense of 
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meaning in the midst of the everyday. This represents an authentic mode of being that rests in 
the modest materialism embodied in providing for family instead of aiming for material wealth. 
These fluctuations between enlightenment and humdrum call attention to the process that Nan 
goes through as he comes to terms with his existential freedom and responsibility. In this lies a 
critique of both the racial barriers put up before him and in particular of the American dream’s 
consumer Capitalism that provides the main distraction for Nan’s poetic endeavours. 
In the end Nan overcomes this materialism and strikes a balance between the needs of his 
family life and his own wants. This happens as a consequence of the sale of the restaurant, 
which is occasioned by a direct conflict between Nan’s poetry project and his family’s material 
needs. When the distraught Nan once again realises that he is not living the life he wants, this 
realisation makes him attack the altar of the God of Money at the restaurant and the cash 
register where he finds money to burn (604-605). He is stopped, but the episode incenses 
Pingping who begins to ignore him and proceeds to gives herself a back injury by lifting heavy 
crates without asking for assistance. Her cries for help as she falls down in pain are 
accompanied by this little description: “Two flies, startled, took off from the tofu, whirling 
around at a high pitch” (608). Nan’s attack on his materialist life sets the couple whirling out of 
their materialist torpor. Nan suddenly remembers how much he loves his wife (612), and they 
decide to sell the restaurant to enable Nan to find a job with health care benefits. Nan uses the 
opportunity to find a night time desk job which allows him to write poetry during the night, and 
he refuses a promotion to a position with more responsibility so that he can pick up Taotao from 
school in the afternoons (618). This refusal underscores the subservience of the material project 
to the family project and provides both a critique of materialism in general and a hint about the 
type of authentic sociality that the novel seeks to supplant it with. Authenticity in family 
relations and the pursuit of individual ambitions are part of the antidote for being consumed by 
materialism, and both rest on the reciprocal human universals of responsibility and freedom. 
This focus on existential conditions as the foundation of positive and inclusive sociality is 
displayed in the narrative structure with its instances of authentic humanity and meaning in a 
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sea of everyday life. These existential conditions also form a central part of Nan’s final musings 
on his poetry project, where the concept of ‘freedom’ as a human existential condition is 
invoked. I re-quote this pivotal section in more detail: 
When sitting at the front desk in the small hours, he’d think about his life, especially about 
his twelve and a half years in America. Many things previously unclear to him had become 
transparent. The notion of the American dream had bewildered him for a good decade; 
now he knew that to him, such a dream was not something to be realized but something 
to be pursued only. This must be the true meaning of Emerson’s dictum “Hitch your 
wagon to a star.” To be a free individual, he had to go his own way, had to endure 
loneliness and isolation, and had to give up the illusion of success in order to accept his 
diminished state as a new immigrant and as a learner of this alphabet. More than that, he 
had to take the risk of wasting his life without getting anywhere and becoming a joke in 
others’ eyes. Finally, he had to be brave enough to devote himself not to making money 
but to writing poetry, willing to face failure. (618-619) 
The passage outlines both Nan’s inter-textual transcendentalist connections and presents the a 
rehabilitated version of the American dream, which here finds its final definition in opposition 
to “the illusion of success”, which characterized the previous material and racially charged 
version of the dream. Finally, Nan’s assumption of responsibility for his poetry project makes 
him a “free individual” who must accept the risks associated with his ambitions, and the Nan we 
meet at the end of his journey does this and has begun devoting himself to the thing he wants to 
do, which also means accepting his limitations, his being. 
In A Free Life, writing poetry becomes both a rebellion against cultural exclusion and a 
way of transcending racist narratives with reference to the existential property of art: “To Write 
poetry is to exist” (626), the novel says in a description of the feeling of meaningful being that 
Nan finds in his poetry. Materialism is seen as a great corrupter, and the novel counters this is 
by fusing otherwise excluding and disinterested artistic project of the Künstlerroman with a 
common human pursuit of authentic sociality that is able to combine material security with 
poetic striving. The poetry project thus grounds the novel’s narrative sociality in the existential 
and pan-human conditions that can be invoked to challenge excluding identity positions and 
negative social narratives and as such it forms an alternative to the materialistic version of the 
American dream. 
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Metanarrative and Modernity in A Free Life 
The poetry project of A Free Life involves a bid for actual cultural inclusion into the American 
nation, in spite of the obstacles posed by Nan’s model minority status and its accompanying 
materialist version of the American dream. The novel, however, also reaches beyond the 
national as parts of its suggestions for a social foundation that can replace the corrupt 
materialism is linked to its pan-human focus on human existential conditions. This section takes 
a closer look at how the novel extends its critique of materialistic sociality to encompass China 
as well as America, which means that the materialist corruption is seen as universal. However, 
the disempowering sociality generated by Capitalism is countered through an equally universal 
alternative sociality grounded in the existentiality that characterises Nan’s poetry project. In the 
U.S. the novel connects Nan’s poetry project with the transcendentalist focus on the individual, 
but the available inclusive narrative in China, Communism, is seen both as corrupted by the 
totalitarian tendencies of the Chinese Communist Party and as sacrificed in favour of materialist 
Capitalism. I argue that this can be seen as a loss of grand narrative, and that Nan’s American 
Bildung in turn can be seen as an attempt to alleviate the corrupting influence of materialism on 
sociality, as well as the narrative void left behind by the disappearing grand narratives such as 
Communism. This is done by constructing an alternative sociality based in part on rehabilitating 
materialism by employing it in the service of family, and in part through the poetry project and 
its existentialism. The inclusive focus of this poetry project highlights the novel’s position of 
itself as a modern, meaning constructing narrative, and not as a postmodern celebration of 
fragmentation. 
The concept of ‘grand narrative’ or ‘metanarrative’ has been made prominent by Jean-
François Lyotard, who The Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy argues “is generally 
considered the leading theorist of postmodernism” (David, 1998, 2003). The encyclopaedia 
goes on to state that Lyotard “defines the postmodern as an era characterised by its incredulity 
concerning the ability of foundational, totalizing metanarratives – whether liberal or Marxist – 
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to effectively legitimate the sciences and the arts” (ibid.). As implied in its naming, 
postmodernism derives its name from modernism. Lyotard provides a definition of the modern, 
which both includes Marxism and Capitalism: 
 I will use the term modern to designate any science that legitimates itself with reference 
to a metadiscourse … making explicit appeal to some grand narrative, such as the 
dialectics of the Spirit, the hermeneutics of meaning, the emancipation of the rational or 
working subject, or the creation of wealth. (Lyotard quoted in De Alba 2000, 6. Emphasis 
in original) 
The modern can then be seen as characterised by unifying narratives that lend meaning to the 
different practices undertaken by its members. As Alicia De Alba argues “They function as a 
unified single story that purports to legitimate or found a set of practices, a cultural self-image, 
discourse, or institution” (ibid.). A grand narrative or a metanarrative is a narrative that 
contextualises other narratives, a framework that gives meaning to the world and to the 
existence of humans and human society in the world. 
 Through its critique of American and Chinese materialism A Free Life can be seen to 
interact with both the grand narrative of Communism and, in particular, the narrative of 
Capitalism. A Free Life criticises materialism in America, but it also extends this critique to 
China. In both cases it positions the focus on the individual and the positive sociality 
exemplified by Nan as a response to this materialism. Clara Juncker notes how A Free Life 
critiques Chinese materialism and totalitarianism through Nan’s visit to China, where he meets 
his friend Danning, by now an established literary figure in China, and is exposed to his circle 
of corrupt friends:  
The decay in China stretches from the land, to the body, to the mind, the latter of which 
strikes Nan Wu as superficial and state-controlled. [...] When the Chinese intellectuals visit 
a bar that fronts for a brothel, Nan excuses himself [...] despite the fact that Danning and 
his literary circle are regular customers. The bar epitomizes the rampant prostitution and 
moral corruption in China, where “everybody wants to sell and sell and sell, to make 
money by hook or by crook.” (2010, 219) 
Hofmann, who interprets the novel as an artist-oriented Künstlerroman, goes further than to 
note this critique of the Chinese system and argues that Nan’s individualism also “runs counter 
to communist ideology” (2010, 209). If we take a closer look at Nan’s relationship with his 
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homeland as exemplified in his relationship to Beina, however, we see that though the novel 
delivers a harsh critique of the communist system, it also exhibits a longing for communist 
ideology. 
 As mentioned above, Nan’s break with Beina involves a rival who wins her by buying 
her a red scooter, a move that stumps Nan completely: “Never had he thought that she could be 
bought that way” (59). The red scooter that Beina/China is presented with is a clear reference to 
the Chinese version of Capitalism, which becomes one with Nan’s heartbreak. This connection 
between Beina’s betrayal and the replacement of communist ideology with capitalist pursuits is 
made even clearer in a later scene. In one of the moments where Nan longs for his first love, the 
reader is presented with a winter flash-back to a scene three months after Beina has ended the 
relationship. Nan encounters Beina and her new lover in a park: 
Nan turned away, pretending he hadn't seen them. But suddenly he slipped and his legs 
buckled; he stretched out his hand and grabbed a birch sapling to break his fall. Yet his 
copy of Friedrich Engels's The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State dropped 
on the ground, and the author's bushy beard on the front page kept fluttering, ruffled by 
the wind. From behind came that woman's ringing laughter, silvery and icy, which pierced 
his heart. He picked up the book and dashed away, sending flocks of crows and pigeons 
into explosive flight. He ran, ran, and ran until he could hardly breathe, until his heart was 
about to burst. (375) 
Beina’s breakup with Nan is linked directly to a classic communist text, which is salvaged by 
Nan in the process. This does not mean that the novel has a particularly optimistic perception of 
the Chinese communist system. Aside from the critique of capitalist Communism in A Free 
Life, Jin is known for criticising Chinese Communism elsewhere, for instance in his novel 
Waiting that takes the oppressive and dangerous ideological atmosphere of the Cultural 
Revolution as its setting (Lorre 2006; Sturr 2002). However, the hurt displayed by Nan at 
China’s betrayal of his belief in the communist metanarrative indicates that the critique of 
Capitalism may be inspired by the communist promise of a universal and non-materialist future. 
Nan’s heartbreak is aligned with a basic loss of faith in the inclusive narrative of international 
socialism, and all he is left with in America is a Chinese diaspora community that insists that his 
needs come second to that of the Chinese homeland. The capitalist system replaces the 
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communist one as the major legitimacy providing project of China, and the materialist project 
lacks the redeeming qualities of the American dream, which does not demand absolute 
obedience to the nation without giving anything in return. The poetry project critique of 
capitalist and communist materialism alike can be seen as a longing the communist ideological 
narrative and its promise of a society that lives up to the universally oriented and inclusive 
social ideal that Jin presents in A Free Life. Though Chinese communist ideology is organised 
around specific classes – peasants and labourers in China – it none the less relates to a 
borderless vision of an international human future. And though the communist critique of 
Capitalism establishes a binary relationship that comes with an exceedingly materialistic focus, 
its ultimate goal is a future without individual property. 
In A Free Life the inclusive metanarrative, Communism, has been replaced with its 
materialist counterpart, Capitalism, which in turn is disrupted through the novel’s critique of the 
materialist American dream and becomes the antithesis of authentic human connections and the 
individual’s existential assumption of responsibility for own happiness. As such, the novel’s 
engagement with communist ideology as a lost metanarrative is mirrored by its engagement 
with the materialist version of the American dream, which it sees as a master narrative of 
excluding racial categories and criticises for corrupting human sociality. It is the loss of both 
metanarratives that constitute the narrative void, which A Fee Life tries to fill, both on a 
universal level and in the specifically American national context. In the American context the 
novel fills this void both with an invocation of transcendental inter-textuality and with the 
immigration as integration trope that belongs to American immigration literature. On the 
universal level the void is treated by invoking the poetry project’s existential dimension. 
Though A Free Life can then be seen to attempt to compensate for the loss of the 
metanarratives, this does not mean that it makes sense to argue that it moves beyond the 
postmodern celebration of fragmentation and diversity. As De Alba goes on to note: 
“postmodernism entertains an ambivalent relation to modernism, considered as a category in 
aesthetics, and it defines a style, an attitude, or an ethos rather than a period” (Ibid. 7). 
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Postmodernism can then be seen as locked in an interdependent relationship with modernism; 
the first is oriented towards narrative fragmentation, the second towards narrative unity. 
Considering the modernist and transcendentalist inter-textual connections that Jin invokes in A 
Free Life it is hardly surprising that the novel in spite of its critique of capitalist materialism 
continues the modern insistence on valid universal categories that can be distilled from 
Ermarth’s definition of postmodernism: Modernism entitles a “common denominator – in 
“nature” or “ truth” or “God” or “the future” – that guarantees either the One-ness of the world 
or the possibility of natural or objective thought” (Ermarth quoted in De Alba 2002, 3). Jin’s 
universally oriented narrative project does not seem to attempt to move beyond postmodernism, 
but can rather be seen as an attempt to recreate a modern narrative foundation that insists on a 
universality of purpose and inclusion that can alleviate the ills that it finds in corrupting 
capitalist materialism and racial exclusion. 
The novel thus shows how claiming agency through the responsibility associated with 
the individual’s existential conditions empowers the individual and thus lives up to one of the 
Asian American scholarship touchstones of enabling sociality – that it furthers individual 
agency. Furthermore, this recognition of freedom as an existential condition has pan-human 
implications which serve to counter biological exclusion categories, such as racism. This means 
that the novel’s attention to human universals, such as the need for individual striving, the 
transcendence of racial categories, reciprocity in national affiliation, and for experiencing 
positive sociality, can be argued to form a highly useful foundation for an inclusive sociality 
that is both open to everyone and independent of binary relationships. In turn, this can be seen 
as an attempt, not to rehabilitate the racial category, but rather to create a new foundation for the 
inclusive story of the American dream, by grounding it in the universalist aspects outlined by 
Jin’s poetry project. 
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Outlining the Inclusive Potentiality of A Free Life 
Based on my previous considerations, this section explores how the alternative sociality 
outlined by Jin’s novel engages with the strategic recommendations from the Asian American 
literary scholarship. I establish a point of departure in the two alternative readings of A Free 
Life, supplied by Juncker and Hofmann, that provide counterpoints to my analysis of the novel. 
From these alternative readings I proceed to explore how Jin’s critique of materialism and 
racism, together with the novel’s modernity oriented and inclusive existential and narrative 
project, impacts on the strategy considerations and literary quality criteria supplied by the Asian 
American scholarship on race. 
The immigrant and Künstlerroman genres of A Free Life can be interpreted separately, 
and two alternative readings to mine exist that do just this. One is by Juncker, who focuses on 
the immigration genre aspects of the novel, and one is by Hofmann, whose chief interest is in 
the Künstlerroman perspectives. Starting with Juncker’s reading, she exemplifies how the 
novel’s trespass on the borders of the American nation can be seen as a celebration of the a 
nation that liberates the immigrant from its non-American past, and as such facilitates the 
formation of a new American subject. 
Juncker’s immigration novel reading begins by positing the locus of the novel’s critique 
of corrupt materialism in China. Here it is associated with physical sickness, “Polluted Chinese 
bodies inhabit a polluted nation” (2010, 219). This materialism provides Juncker’s point of 
departure for the argument that the American nation “ultimately heals broken bodies” (ibid. 
223). She notes that in other literary descriptions of the American “Eden”, “cars turn into 
snakes”, but that in Jin’s descriptions “cars glide smoothly along like boats” (ibid, 224). Though 
she also notes that the novel is not uncritical of the American nation, “Chinese immigrant men 
pay for their American experience with their manhood” (ibid. 222), Juncker ultimately argues 
that Jin’s “new Americans subscribe to an optimistic ideology” (ibid. 228). This optimism she 
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directly links to the American nation, which she sees as a place that frees the Chinese individual 
from the corrupted homeland. 
 The optimism that Juncker’s analysis emphasises is at least partially derived from her 
comparison of the American potential to the corrupt Chinese Capitalism. This emphasises the 
immigrant novel’s project of overcoming the external boundaries of the nation, but means that 
she overlooks the fact that the novel also criticises American materialism – and by extension the 
wider universalist implications of this critique of American materialism. Juncker finally sees the 
novel as a celebration of the American dream, rather than as a qualifying and critical 
engagement with this promise, and this means that A Free Life’s critique of the racially 
delimited space of the Asian ‘model minority’ as relegated to middle class materialism is lost. 
 Hofmann’s Künstlerroman analysis on the other hand provides a reading that focuses 
on Nan’s artistic project. She suggests that A Free Life “dramatizes the universal power of art to 
free the individual from any kind of collectivism” (2010, 200), and thus she comes to ignore the 
novel’s social engagement. Far from emphasising the inclusion into the nation that I argue 
characterise Nan and the novel’s artistic project, Hofmann’s Künstlerroman reading of the novel 
concludes that “Clearly the United States has enabled the writer to become himself, but 
paradoxically the country that really counts is that of the imagination, where literature reigns 
and makes freedom and beauty possible” (2010, 211). This emphasis on imagination divorces 
the social implications of the aesthetic project from the Künstlerroman project, and this leads to 
Hofmann’s conclusion that Jin’s project clearly deviates from the usual structure of the minority 
Künstlerroman where the writer’s artistic project gains a social aspect (ibid. 209). As such 
Hofmann’s reading overlooks the fact that Nan’s poetry project actually entails an effort to 
overcome the internal and racially defined boundaries of the nation. Instead, the poetry project 
aims for full cultural membership, and it attempts this by forging a connection to the American 
land itself and, through the transcendentalist connection, to the literary canon as well. Similarly, 
the novel’s existential aspect emphasises the common humanity of the immigrant and racially 
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Othered subject, rather than the racial difference that precludes full cultural entry into the 
American nation. 
A Free Life is more than a relatively uncritical celebration of the American promise, or 
an individually oriented and anti-social artistic project. The novel delivers both a critique of the 
model minority stereotype and a universalist engagement in a constructive sociality, and it 
performs a cultural initiation into the nation and a critique of the racial barriers that limit access 
to the inclusive American promise. This is performed in particular through the novel’s 
Künstlerroman critique of materialism and its insistence on narrative unity, common human 
existentiality, invocation of iconic American literature, and its own meta-textual level. 
Existentialism and narrative draw the outline of a social space that is freed from materialistic 
longing as a goal in itself, and as such the novel separates subsisting from existing. The model 
minority delimitation of the Asian subject’s place in the American racial hierarchy allows for 
subsistence, but the novel also insists on the possibility of an American existence. 
Paradoxically, when considering how Hofmann argues that the novel refrains from following 
the integration outline of the minority Künstlerroman plot, it is thus primarily the 
Künstlerroman aspect of the plot that gives it its social level. Where A Free Life’s immigration 
oriented plot trespasses on the external borders of the nation and makes this trespass itself a 
mark of inclusion, the Künstlerroman forges an alternative to the racialised organisation of the 
internal American national space. 
This is where my Asian American Studies oriented analysis expands and develops the 
genre-oriented readings. As a minority oriented school of thought that is engaged in exposing 
and criticising the role of minorities in American society the Asian American scholarship calls 
attention to the limits and boundaries that are erected within the nation, and to how they are 
enforced and reproduced – through a hierarchical ranking of racial minorities, through 
stereotyping of racially marked individuals, and through the reproduction of national narratives 
that provide the grounding for this internal exclusion. 
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As I have shown, A Free Life addresses stereotypes with deconstruction and 
appropriation and calls attention to the racial hierarchy, but here the novel breaks with the 
strategy recommendations from the Asian American scholarship. Where the scholarship 
identifies and deconstructs inherently oppressive discourses, such as patriarchy, the strategic 
essentialist position also remains committed to what I will term ‘racial exceptionalism’. Though 
the race concept carries with it a binary exclusion of the racially marked Others of the minority 
community, the strategic essentialistic position argues that the race concept can be rehabilitated, 
and that race can be employed to facilitate the resistance against racial exclusion and the 
deconstruction of the oppressive American racial hierarchy. 
The core strategy recommendations of the strategic essentialistic scholarship rests on 
the use of the race concept to demarcate an Asian American space, and on the basis of this to 
form alliances with other racially demarcated minority communities. Though A Free Life does 
engage deconstructively with racial stereotypes, such as the feminisation of Asian men and the 
sexualisation of Asian women, the novel does not engage in a construction of either a racially 
defined minority community or cross-minority alliances. The different Asian and Chinese 
communities that are found in the novel – whether it is the Chinese diaspora or the ‘Asian 
American’ community that Nan mentions in conversation with his racist neighbour – are all 
treated with distrust and deconstruction. 
The foundation of Nan’s deconstructive acts echoes Partridge’s agency touchstone for 
non-oppressive socialities. Community commitments that preside over individual self-
identification are seen as unacceptable – for instance when Nan tells Mei Hong not to “parrot 
that JFK crap here” (232). However, the novel proceeds to expand on this criterion by invoking 
a new distinction between inclusive and excluding discursive markers. This happens through the 
novel’s dual critique of the gender and model minority stereotypes. These together provide a 
common emphasis on the oppressive nature of discourses that take bodily categories as signs of 
inclusion or exclusion. Together with materialism, racism is one of the primary hindrances to 
the Nan’s inclusion into the American nation, and this shows how inclusive ideas, such as the 
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racially untainted American dream, provide more ethically sound marks of inclusion than bodily 
categories. The novel then both propagates the Asian American scholarship touchstone of 
agency, as exemplified with Partridge’s discussion of hybridity, and expands on this by adding a 
second touchstone: a distinction between excluding discourses, which make the body a mark of 
inclusion or exclusion, and inclusive discourses with ideas, such as the American dream, at their 
core. Nan’s universalist aesthetic project and the American dream are both good examples of 
such inclusive discursive markers, as neither is imbued with the biologically determined barriers 
to inclusion that characterise discourses such as patriarchy or racism. A good example of this 
critique in the novel is the model minority stereotype’s racial delimitation of the national 
inclusive promise. The racial exclusion is shown to taint the American dream itself, and through 
its existentialism, metanarrative implication, and inter- and meta-textual consequences, Nan’s 
poetry project becomes an effort to separate the American dream from the racial delimitations 
that infect it. 
Where the Asian American scholarship includes the strategic essentialist position that 
seeks to preserve the race concept, loaded as it is with the propensity to exclude Others that are 
racialised as non-Asian – Jin’s A Free Life takes the leap into true racial anti-essentialism. This 
moves the novel beyond the theoretical inconsistency that characterises the strategic essentialist 
position on race – as this agency delimiting category is removed from the equation – but it also 
makes the novel open to the strategic essentialist critique of the anti-essentialistic position: That 
it has dismantled a primary political platform for resisting oppressive discourses. Echoing this 
critique, the inclusion that Nan (and by extension Jin) seems to achieve could be seen as a 
consequence of his almost unmarked racial position and model minority status. Or, with a 
concept borrowed from Frank Chin, he could be accused of experiencing “honorary whiteness” 
(1991, xii) and thus to be free from the harsher racial exclusion that for instance blacks and 
Hispanics are subjected to, implicitly propagating the racial hierarchy. 
These critical points are connected to race as a political platform, to the America racial 
hierarchy, and to Jin’s position in it, and they it repeat the argument that the American social 
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exclusion operates through a race hierarchy that pits minority groups against each other, and 
that this should be countered by forging minority community alliances. 
A Free Life addresses this critique in two ways. The first is deconstructive in that the 
novel shows that it is capable of addressing racial issues, such as the race hierarchy, without the 
benefit of minority alliances – for instance by exposing the hierarchy in the Masefield 
household. The second is constructive as the novel’s existentialism outlines a new common 
human sociality – a sociality based on agency and anti-biological sociality touchstones. In A 
Free Life the deconstruction and appropriation of the different stereotypes that characterise the 
internal organisation of the American nation show how the novel is capable of addressing racial 
hierarchy issues without a racially defined identity platform. The novel’s response to the 
stereotypical gendering of Asian subjects exemplify both how the novel dismantles and 
encroaches on such oppressive discourses, and it thus provides an example of a discursive 
resistance that occurs as a response to stereotypical positions without internalising them. 
However, it is especially in the novel’s critique of the model minority stereotype that the 
deconstructive potential is revealed. Jin’s portrayal of the stereotype shows how the critique of 
the materially privileged position allotted to Asian Americans precludes real cultural inclusion 
in the nation. But instead of retreating to a racially defined minority position, and instead of 
accepting race to be a root cause of the exclusion, the novel subsumes the critique of the race 
concept into its critique of materialism, thus disengaging the race concept from the immigrant 
formation of the American subject. That this critique is not explicitly expanded to other 
minority positions in the hierarchy can be seen as a weakness, but the novel’s anti-essentialist 
dissolution of the race concept itself can also be argued to extend to all race positions and to 
show that the privilege bestowed on Asian American’s not necessarily causes blindness to the 
racialisation of other minority subject positions. 
This deconstructive engagement is complemented by A Free Life’s constructive attempt 
to outline a non-racial identity platform for resisting oppression through the novel’s socially 
aligned Künstlerroman elements. On the modern and universally oriented side, this finds its 
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expression in the novel’s alignment of poetry and existentialism, as well as in the nostalgia for 
the lost metanarrative of Communism. And in tandem with this the novel invokes a more local 
and specifically American belonging that takes effect through the appropriation of American 
foundation myths. The westward expansion and settlement of the North American continent is 
mirrored in the Wus’ journey south and their purchase of the Gold Wok, and the connection 
with the American canon can be exemplified with the connections that Nan’s poetry project 
draws to the transcendentalists, in particular Emerson and Whitman – poets who are employed 
in connection with the existential project and thus furthers the novel’s insistence on human 
similarity. As narrative, existentialism, and racial inclusion merge, the local and the universal 
combine to form a foundation for the novel’s insistence of inclusion in the American nation – a 
foundation that at the same time can be seen to function as a resource for the racially Othered 
individual’s resistance of oppressive mainstream discourses.  
A Free Life’s genre combination, deconstructive engagement, and inclusive sociality 
outline means that the novel engages with the American national narrative space on two levels. 
The novel exposes the internal demarcation of the American nation by calling attention to the 
racial discourses that delimit the American narratives and American dream, and it provides an 
anti-essentialistic, uncompromising, and theoretically consistent way to counter these racial 
discourses. As a literary work that has entered the body of American literature, the novel 
thereby aims to heal the inclusive promise of the American nation, insisting that the American 
dream needs to be weaned from its dependence on racial demarcations. By exposing the racial 
hierarchy, the model minority stereotype and their interconnectedness with American 
materialism, the novel points to the racial organisation of the American dream as inherently 
flawed. A flaw which Jin then proceeds to mend by supplying an existentialist insistence on 
cultural inclusion that makes it possible to envision a truly inclusive new American social 
contract. 
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Conclusion 
In my introduction to this thesis, I outlined a research interest in how Ha Jin’s A Free Life 
combines the genres of the immigrant novel and the Künstlerroman, and in how this genre 
combination intersects with or departs from the Asian American scholarly positions on the 
importance of race in the United States. 
In order to address this research interest, I have explored the implications of the 
different genres employed by the novel, and how A Free Life combines them. I have found that 
the novel combines the immigrant novel’s potentially critical engagement with the nation with a 
social reconfiguration of the Künstlerroman that generates a dual artistic and social engagement 
with oppressive discourses. These mutually interconnected projects combine in what can be 
called a re-constructive engagement with the American national discourses, which the novel as a 
discursively situated literary work attempts to mutate and develop. 
The novel’s genre engagement in reconfiguring the national mainstream discourses 
operates through an existentialist focus on common humanity, a modern metanarrative longing 
for a coherent and inclusive national and international discourse, and an inter-textual and meta-
textual engagement with the international and American literary canon, as well as Ha Jin’s own 
situation as a published and prize-winning Chinese American author. These perspectives 
together outline the foundations of a post-racial American sociality, and particularly the 
metanarrative longing finds a potential universalism in the materialistically and racially tainted, 
though yet promising and inclusive, American dream.  
In this thesis, I show that an analysis of this at the same time locally situated American 
promise and universalist potential of A Free Life benefits from being related to the Asian 
American Studies literary engagement with the concept of race. This Asian American 
scholarship explores how race works, and it can be divided into two positions that include the 
anti-essentialistic idea that the race concept should be dismantled completely, and the strategic 
essentialistic idea that it can be rehabilitated and appropriated to work against oppressive 
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mainstream discourses. At the same time, the Asian American scholarship’s critical engagement 
extends to an exploration of the concepts that goes to the heart of the discussion of binary 
identity formation. Here it develops agency as a conceptual touchstone for engaging critically 
with discursive identity formation as either empowering or disempowering, thus differentiating 
between non-oppressive and oppressive discourses, but at the same time it exposes a theoretical 
inconsistency in attempting to rehabilitate a concept that itself remains excluding.  
Perhaps unsurprisingly for a novel imbued with a universalist longing for a new social 
modality, A Free Life positions itself firmly in the anti-essentialistic camp by attempting to 
purify the American dream from its racial taint, both exposing the stereotyping discourses and 
the racial hierarchy that restrict access to its inclusive potential, while, at the same time, adding 
to the Asian American scholarship’s differentiation between empowering and disempowering 
discourses. Excluding racially and gendered categories are contrasted with the inclusive 
potential of the American dream, revealing the inherently oppressive nature of discourses that 
mark human bodies as signs of inclusion or exclusion. This critique of race combines with the 
novel’s critique of materialism to provide a core part of Ha Jin’s attempt to rehabilitate – not the 
concept of race – but the inclusive potential of the American dream itself.  
In my introduction I quoted Walkowitz’s idea that literature gains meaning, not only 
where it is written, but also in the places where it is classified and given social purpose. Seen in 
the light of this statement, the analysis performed in this thesis also becomes a discursive 
mutation that serves to re-inscribe the critical potential of Ha Jin’s novel in a new context. 
Though A Free Life and this thesis both explore racism in its American incarnation, racism is 
not a local phenomenon. Jin’s attention to the oppressive properties that underlie the concepts of 
race are thus imbued with universal relevance, and the same can be said for the novel’s critique 
of materialism and its attempt to outline a new social modality. A Free Life’s inclusive and non-
racial rehabilitation of the American dream serves to underline the power of such inclusive 
narratives and provides a model for a constructive and inclusive delimitation of communities 
both inside and outside the American borders. 
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Summary 
This thesis is a genre and race oriented reading of Ha Jin’s A Free Life (2007), which is seen as 
both American immigrant novel and Künstlerroman. The thesis argues that the novel through 
these genre choices trespasses on both the external borders of the American nation and its 
internal organisation. A Free Life outlines a universalist metanarrative foundation for a pan-
human inclusive sociality through connections to the American literary canon, the novel’s meta-
textual situation, and through a focus on existential conditions. This serves to realign American 
mainstream discourses, such as the American dream, away from racial and materialistic 
discursive delimitations. At the same time, the universalism of the novel can be related to the 
Asian American scholarship on race, in particular as a critique of the position that the race 
concept itself can be rehabilitated as a political platform for resisting excluding discourses. 
 The first theoretically oriented part of the thesis approaches Asian American Studies 
and examines the project of forging an Asian American minority space in the U.S. The first 
subsection situates the conception of an Asian American identity historically and proceeds to 
exemplify different ways of defining this identity and the dilemma contained in the racial 
demarcation of belonging. As a racial identity being Asian American can be employed to resist 
oppressive mainstream discourses, but also lends itself easily to discursive movements that 
employ binarily defined categories to exclude Asian Americans from the national mainstream. 
The next subsection goes on to examine the Asian American scholarship that aims to 
rehabilitate the race concept, and which finds an ethical touchstone in the agency concept that 
conceptualises oppressive discourses as disempowering and non-oppressive discourses as 
empowering. The thesis points to a theoretical inconsistency in this dual deployment of the 
agency touchstone and the race concept, which can be argued to be inherently oppressive 
because it fundamentally limits the inclusive possibilities of the minority identity by making 
types of human bodies signs of inclusion or exclusion – thereby imbuing the discursive space 
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with a potentially disempowering exclusion. The next subsection explores concrete ways in 
which racial exclusion functions in the United states and borrows concepts such as the Asian 
model minority stereotype and the racial hierarchy from Asian American Studies in order to 
employ them as analytical categories for a race oriented reading of A Free Life. 
The second theoretically oriented main section considers the validity of employing 
genre in a literary analysis that considers texts to be inter-textually and historically situated 
objects of discursive change or preservation. It positions both the American immigrant novel 
and the Künstlerroman as subgenres of the Bildungsroman, a genre which narrates the 
protagonist-subjects inclusion into the nation. The two next subsections explore the subgenres in 
more detail and examine how the novel combines the critical potential of the immigrant novel 
with the universal orientation of the Künstlerroman. They open the analytical engagement of the 
thesis with an outline of the basic structure of the novel, examine how the genre combination is 
put together, and argue that whereas the critical potential of the immigrant novel mainly focuses 
on criticising American and Chinese materialism, an analysis of the Künstlerroman aspect can 
reveal the novel’s project of rehabilitating the inclusive potential of the American dream. 
The next analytical section focuses on the stereotypes, the racial hierarchy, excluding 
American foundation myths, and the essentialist strategy of rehabilitating the race concept to 
provide an identity platform and minority alliances to resist oppressive mainstream discourses. 
The section argues that the novel counters stereotypes and in particular the model minority 
stereotype. This stereotype limits the inclusion into the nation that ‘Asians’ can hope to achieve 
to a materially oriented middle class position that precludes actual cultural inclusion into the 
nation. The possibility of an Asian American identity platform is exposed as susceptible to 
materialistic and nationalistic corruption, and again the novel’s Künstlerroman perspective 
promises to create an alternative to the racial identity platform. 
The next section explores how the novel develops the inclusive potential of the socially 
realigned Künstlerroman. It does this both by letting the protagonist appropriate the English 
language as a medium for his poetry, and by introducing a metanarrative level that connects this 
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poetry project to Ha Jin’s own successful literary career. At the same time, the novel invokes 
connections to the international and American literary canon, especially to the 
transcendentalists’ connection between American landscape, poetry, and political engagement, 
which the novel seeks to mirror. Furthermore, the protagonist’s poetry project emphasises 
existentiality, which contrasts the novel’s focus on American inclusion and outlines the 
complementary universality of the novel’s inclusive project. 
These both universal and specifically American aspects of the novel’s inclusive poetry 
project are further explored in the next section, which examines how the narrative sociality 
outlined by the novel can be interpreted as a longing for a return to the legitimising 
metanarratives that characterises modernity as opposed to postmodernity. This is expressed in A 
Free Life’s longing for the inclusive metanarrative of Communism, though this is abandoned for 
the positive and pan-human sociality outlined by the Künstlerroman project. 
The concluding sections go on to combine the outline of the attempt to refashion 
American sociality with the novel’s problematisation of the racial organisation. It argues that A 
Free Life can be seen to add a new criterion for distinguishing between oppressive and non-
oppressive sociality to the agency criterion for non-oppressive sociality found in the Asian 
American literary scholarship. This new criterion is established through the novel’s critique of 
discourses that delimit inclusion through biologically defined markers, such as gender and race. 
Instead of rehabilitating race, the novel attempts to rehabilitate the inclusive American dream 
discourse itself, by purifying it of both its racial content and its materialistically focused 
sociality. And instead of a racial counter-position to the excluding American mainstream, the 
novel outlines an existentially oriented foundation for a new inclusive pan-human sociality – 
both highlighting the narrative potential of the American dream, and the strength of inclusive 
narratives in general. 
 
